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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 GENERAL REMARKS 
The constant increase in sophistication of molecular 
beam experiments makes it possible to extract ever more 
information from these experiments.lt is today possible 
to measure the (relatively) small influence of the an-
isotropy of the intermolecular potential (IP) on the to-
tal collision cross section as was demonstrated by sev-
eral researchers in this field (BEN64,BEN69,BEN69a, 
BEN69b,MOE70,ST072,ST072a,REU74).In this thesis such an 
investigation is presented for the anisotropic intermo-
lecular potential (AIP) of the systems consisting of a) 
H and one of the rare gas atoms Ar.Kr or Xe and b) H 
and the molecules N and CO .The reason to choose H as 
one collision partner is clear;it forms a very important 
constituent in all kind of processes in which the AIP 
play an important rôle (e.g. rotational (de)excitation, 
pressure broadening and the Senftleben-Beenakker effect) 
¡because it is the simplest molecule available practical-
ly every feasible type of quantummechanlcal calculation 
has been performed,for instance electronic wavefunctions 
(K.OL64) .polarizability (К0Ь64),ІР for H -He (G0R70),long 
range potentials between H and various atoms and molec­
ules (MAR69,VIC70).Specificelly.it is possible using 
first principle calculations and a broad range of exper­
imental results to generate very accurate semiempirical 
potentials (RIE731ЬНА73) ι so a comparison of these poten­
tials and the outcome of collision experiments is well 
possible. 
As another leason to investigate Η -rare gas systems 
we may mention the fact that the isotropic total cross 
section is already measured with high precision (HEL68, 
BUT71,GEN72).The parameters of the isotropic intermolec­
ular potential (IIP) supplied by these experiments were 
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a ¡starting point for us in the determination of the AIP 
because in our model for the AIP we needed the parame-
ters of the IIP.At present there seems to exist a dis-
crepancy between certain values obtained by Butz e_t al 
(В1Л'71) and newer ones obtained by Kuppermann et al 
(h.UP7J) for comparable systems;the methods used are dif-
ferent-total cross section measurements (HEL68,ВІГГ71) and 
aifιerential cross sections determinations (KUP73
r
COG73)-. 
The value lor the product £
a
R found by Kuppermann is 
m 
larger (^ 0 Jb) compared to those values of Butz (BUT71). 
Line has to keep in mind, however, that differential cross 
sections lend themselves mainly for a determination of 
H .As we have tested numerically.the interpretation of 
111 
our experiiiients depends mainly on the product e .R .For 
m 
this reason we thought that the values of Helbing e_t jal 
could provide a better starting point for our interpreta­
tion.However as will be shown in Chapter 5 an optimum fit 
for our results waa found with ε.R values 15 % smaller 
m 
than those of Helbing. 
The choice of the scattering partner was governed by 
the desideration to keep the interaction siniple;in this 
way the rare gases are a natural choice Ъесаиь all 
electrostatic and induction interactions vanish in evory 
order;the relevant potential is totally determined by 
dispersion forces in the long range limit and by electric 
overlap forces in the short range limit. 
In the systems with II as a partner there are a few 
additional consequences of the low H mass and the small 
interaction strength of its potential. 
1) Because the glory period (OLSbtí,BEH73) is very large 
on a velocity scale it такes these systems very tol­
erant with respect to velocity selection. 
2) Of the glories only the N=1 is present which in turn 
шак з a determination of the IP based on the differ­
ence between the glory maxima (OLSóö) impossible; 
other ways must be found to achieve this. 
г 
3) Due to the large de Broglie wavelength setniclassl-
cal approximations give unreliable results.The ex-
tent of the quantummechanical calculations for these 
systems is at present manageable with respect to 
computer requirements¡approximations (e.g. DWA,cf. 
Sect.2.3) can be checked by more exact methods. 
As a last fact we like to mention that the polariz-
ability of the H molecule,which in all perturbation 
treatments is closely related to the long range anisotro-
py (MAR69,VIC70) is well known both theoretically (K0L6U) 
and experimentally (BRIbb,NELb9).The theoretical in-
fluence of an AIP was theoretically well studied in vari-
ous approximations (BEUb4,REUò4a,REU65,HEU67,REU69,TRA73, 
KUY73)»measurement» of the orientation dependent part of 
the potential with our method gives two pieces of infor-
mation, first the so called "non glory"contribution which 
is only sensitive to the long range part oí' the intermo-
lecular potential.Wether a particle will be scattered in 
one orientation and not in another it> ехсіиьі еіу deter­
mined by the long range part.The second piece of iniorma-
tion.the "glory" contribution IOLS6d,FRA7J) gives infor­
mation about the potential near its minimum because the 
{¿lory eflects are due to an effective balancing of at-
tractive and repulsive forces for a part of the scattered 
wave packet. 
1.2 INTRODUCTION TO THK EXPERIMENT 
One obtains the most information from a beam experi-
ment if important parameters like velocity,quantum state 
etc. are held within narrow limits¡this inevitably leads 
to a decrease in signal to noise ratio.For our particu-
lar experiment the Important parameters are a) energy in 
the center of mass-system and b) orientation of the col-
lision partners with respect to the direction of their 
relative velocity.Requirement a) means some sort of ve-
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locity selection and Ъ) some sort of state selection of 
the H molecules resulting in a preferential orientation 
uefined with respect to some external axis in the scat­
tering region.The usual method for velocity selection of 
a molecular beam is by means of a ïizeau-type selector 
(PAUböJ which leads to a large decrease in usable signal 
(.usually a iactor 1Ü for a FWHM of 10 %). в found anoth­
er way to produce a nearly monochromatic molecular beam; 
the method to produce a molecular beam by means of a 
"nozzle (PAU6ö) using the principle of supersonic expan-
sion proved to work very well for H ,a result lateron 
confirmed by other workers (KUP73,BUC73).The beam obtain-
ed with this contraption displayed a velocity spread of 
less than tí % Kb HM. An additional effect of the supersonic 
expansion is that practically all H molecules assume the 
two allowed ground states of para- and orthohydrogen,re-
spectively jlittle intensity is lost to non-wanted rota-
tional states.The state selection was effected by в com­
bination oí luatinetic deflection and radio frequency tran-
sitions. In h i ti h magnetic lields the magnetic moment of 
the H molecule (ortho configuration characterized by the 
combination (I,J=1,1j,I being the nuclear spin and J the 
rotational quantumnumber) consi&ts of two independent 
contiibutions,one from the nuclear spin and the other 
from the rotation;in the low field case these two are 
coupled (RAM^Oj.The largest part of the resulting magnet-
ic moment is due to the contribution from the nuclear 
spin.Tims an inhomogeneous magnetic field as for instance 
px-oduced by a "two wire"-fleld configuration (RAM56) will 
produce three seperately deflected beams (т_=^1,θ),each 
of which will still consist of molecules with ™j"+1,0. 
One now divides the deflecting field in two equal 
lengths and makes a provision to induce transitions in 
between (e.g. by RF-fields produced by a coil);the molec­
ules with for instance m T=1 having a large magnetic mo­
ment will not be deflected in the second part of the de-
ilecting field after transition into a state with prac 
k 
fleeting field after transition into a atate with practi-
cally no magnetic moment (mT=0).These molecules vili have 
a precisely defined orientation because the transition 
frequencies associated with certain rn-in
 T combinations 
are different from each other due to hyperfine interac-
tions.In this way selection of a H beam is possible:the 
selected state,the one that is not deflected in the sec-
ond part of the deflecting field,is completely specified 
by a set of asymptotic quantum numbers (I,J,ra_,m.).Using 
such a state for scattering one has the possibility to 
immediately compare the cross sections for states with 
different m T numbers by merely changing the transition-
frequency .Molecules in either of both states pass through 
a scattering region,in our case a box containing the 
scattering partner at an appropriate number density to 
obtain a useful decrease in beam intensity.The decrease 
in intensity is related to the total cross section;by ob-
serving the difference of the attenuations of two differ-
ent mT states one can immediately compare the two cross 
sections.The theoretical considerations presented in 
Chapter 2 relate the measured quantities to the parame-
ters of both the IIP and the AIP. 
1.3 RELATION WITH OTHER EXPERIMENTS 
Of course there are other ways to determine the para-
meters of the AIP.Of these methods we would like to men-
tion the following ones: 
1) rotational relaxation; 
2) spin-lattice relaxation; 
3) line shapes in Reúnan spectroscopy. 
All these phenomena are governed by the AIP and provide 
direct information about the anisоtrору.For a discussion 
of these methods and an Interpretation in the case of 
H -He we refer to the recent work of Shafer and Gordon 
(SHA73) and the work of Riehi and Kinsey (RIE73).A11 
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these techniques resort to the average over a distribu­
tion of velocities and quantum states because one deals 
with bulk experiments,Another Important factor in a com­
parison between those experiments and ours is that we 
measure a first order effect of the AIP where as the 
bulk, experiments all are concerned with second order ef­
fects.The amount of data with respect to the AIP is not 
very comprehensive and our experiment provides new and 
independent information.As will be shown,for the noble 
gases our experiment gives information about the anisot-
ropy around the minimum.As a consequence we test the AIP 
in a limited but well defined region.In the other cases 
one gets information about the long range part of the 
AIP. 
1 Λ DESCRIPTION OF CONTENTS 
The remaining chapters of this thesis will be devoted 
to the details of the subjects sketched above. 
Chapter 2 will deal with anisotropic potentials as 
they are employed in collision theory;in particular,the 
model chosen for the interpretation of our measurements 
will be elucidated ; the theoretical framework of the col­
lision theory with AIP * s will be set up and results of 
calculations will be given. 
Chapter 3 will be devoted to a description of the ap­
paratus , state selector etc. and a discussion of the 
evaluation method used to obtain the relevant data. 
Chapter 4 will summarize the results of the measure­
ments on several collision partners (Ar,Kr,Xe,N_,C0 ). 
In Chapter 5 a discussion of the results and an in­
terpretation in terms of the chosen theoretical model 
will be given; consequences will be considered. 
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CHAPTER 2 THEORETICAL DESCRIPTION OF COLLISION 
PHENOMENA 
2.1 ANISOTROPIC POTENTIAL MODELS 
If one attempts calculations of cross sections for 
systems without spherical symmetry (for instance H -He) 
one is immediately faced with the problem that by the 
AIP additional parameters and functional dependencies 
are introduced.Theoretical calculations available 
(e.g. GOR70,MAR69) are only usable in the extreme short 
range limit (ab initio calculations) or long range 
limit (semiempirical perturbation calculations) while 
our experiment where a glory effect is observed senses 
mainly the region around the minimum of the IP (FRA73). 
Theoretical calculations to obtain a complete adiabatic 
potential surface for simple systems are feasible now 
(GOR70,KUT73) ,but no such surfaces are yet available for 
the systems composed of the heavy rare gases ( Α Γ , Κ Γ , Χ Θ ) 
and Η .Of the investigated systems most work is done on 
Η -He;for this system the experimentally interesting re­
gion around the minimum has not been obtained from theo­
ry,and it is to be expected that this situation will 
prevail for all these types of calculations in the near 
future. 
Thus we choose,by lack of any accurate theoretical 
prediction a simple model based on the following con­
siderations . 
a) Our experiment is mainly sensitive around the min­
imum of the potential well;as our calculations show 
the total collision cross section including an ori­
entation dependent part could be predicted by a 
broad class of functional dependencies,provided the 
parameters were properly chosen.This behavior re­
flects the fact that the genuine potential in the 
restricted range around its minimum can be repre-
7 
sented by quite different functions. 
b) A model vitti в. reduced number of parameters can be 
quite useful in calculations because it limits the 
number of trials in case of 'fits' although it may 
not be the genuine potential ;the information ob­
tained in this vay is confined to the same limited 
range where the particular form of the potential 
can be used. 
c) In our case,because of the symmetry of H with re­
spect to a head over tail rotation,all Legendre 
polynomials (in which the potential is expanded) 
with odd indices drop out.As was already shown by 
Reuss (REU67) the contribution of the potential 
terms with Legendre polynomials of higher order 
than 2 (Pr,P^,...) can be neglected for these sys­
tems . 
The model chosen was a simple Lennard-Jones poten­
tial with angular dependence,a LJ(n,6) model, 
V( R' θ ^¿•^>n(l+^nVc°s9>)^-(JS>6· 
.( 1+q2 6P 2(cos θ )) } (2.1.1) 
in which, 
η ι power of the repulsive branch; 
ε : well depth at minimum; 
R : position of potential minimum; 
m
 r r 
q 0 : anisotropy parameter for repulsive branch; <i, η 
q 2 . : anisotropy parameter for attractive branch of 
the potential; 
Η ι distance between center of mass of the molecule 
and the center of the atom; 
θ : angle between molecular axis and the R-vector. 
An alternative way of writing Eq.2.1.1 is, 
v(R f9).V o(R)+V 2(R).P 2(cose) 
with, 
/ ν / 6 R™ η η R 6 
V (R)«e( .(—ì ί-ΕΥ "к 
θ 











= ( t l 2 f n /
< l 2 , 6 ) · Η » 
Неге ε and н stand for the depth and position of the 
а ш, a
 r 
anisotropic minimum respectively.A difίerent behavior of 
the isotropic part (V ) and the anisotropic part (V ) 
can now be clearly displayed. 
In the interpretation of the measurements we shall 
employ this model¡the theoretical formalism needed shall 
be developed in Section 2.2.During the course of the 
calculations this potential has been used with two val-
ues for n,10 and 12.The final results have been obtained 
on a basis of a LJH2,6) potential because this one is 
widely used in the literature and because of the reasons 
outlined under a ) . 
2.2 COLLlrilON THEORY WITH ANISOTROPIC POTENTIALS 
The collision theory needed for the processes we have 
investigated is one where internal structure in one 
partner is taken into account.This means that instead of 
the one-channel formalism of the conventional partial 
wave analysis one has to incorporate an infinite number 
of channels into the formalism all of them coupled 
through the anisotropic part of the potential.The clas-
sic paper of Arthurs and Dalgarno (Aproo) establishes 
the theory of an atom colliding with a rigid rotator.In 
this section we give a short review of the theory suffi-
cient for our purposes.We choose the integral-equation 
approach following Levine (LEV69) because some new and 
promising numerical methods (JOH66,SAM69) are based on 
the integral formalism. 
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To establish the assumptions and the notation we 
define, 
H : the Hamiltonian of the system without in-
o ' 
teraction,composed of two independent 
parts :H sT^+h. where T,, is the operator 
о R 1 R r 
for the relative motion and h. the 
Hamiltonian describing the internal struc­
ture of the molecule.For h- we consider 
only the contribution from rotation; 
H : the total Hamiltonian,H=H+V; 
V : the intermolecular potential between at­
om and molecule; 
Ik im .* : the solution of H with total energy com-1
 o
u
 j о e'J 
posed of the translational energy 
(h к /2μ) and the rotational energy with 
quantum numbers j.m. for the internal 
J 
Hamiltonian h .The proper form of this 
^ solution is given in Eq.2.2.2; 
к..,]'!!!..** t the solution for the full Hamiltonian H 
J1 J " 
with boundary conditions specified in 
Eq.2.2.2a.The direction of the scattered 
wave is given by k., while the +(-) sign 
denotes the outgoing (incoming) solution; 
R : position vector in the |R,r> representa­
tion, in the center of mass system; 
r : internal coordinate of the molecular sys­
tem,in our case the unit vector along the 
molecular axis. 
The Schrodinger equation of the scattering problem to 
be solved can be transformed into an integral equation 
the Lippmann-Schwinger equation (LS-equation,LIP50), 
kj, j ,m j l ±>= |koJmj>+(EÍ-Ho)-1V|kj,j'mjl±> 
in which (E—-H ) _ is called the Green's operator. 
The scattering process itself can be described by a 
variety of (related) operators:T,R,S (see e.g. MES64, 
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WU062,LEV69);we choose the transition operator Τ defined 
by the equation, 
Т
цт
=<Е,іп|т|Е,п>=<Е,т |v|E,n+> (2.2.1) 
with the shorthand notation ΙΕ,ΠΙ* for | к jm * and 
|E,n+> for |î , j'm ,+> . 
In the |Н,r> representation one has, 
ik S m 
<Ä,r|E,n>=e 0 .YjJ(r) (2.2.2) 
and 
ik R ra. +ik .,R 
<^,r|E,n+>* β 0 Y J(r)+ Г e J . 
R** J j'nij, R 
.Y .·> (f).f ., (k ., ,k ) (2.2.2a) 
J J 
One can derive for the scattering amplitude (MESó't, 
LEV69) the following relation, 
'j'-j.lJ-j^J··5«)- -¿• < îj' j , mj-l T^oJ m j> (2·2·3) 
This scattering amplitude is of fundamental importance in 
describing the scattering process;it gives the partial 
contribution of the total wave function to the state 
• -v 
j'm.^ in the direction k., scattered from the initial 
state [jm.> incoming alony к . 
The difierential cross section for a transition jm to 





do. __ 4 1 = Γ^-Ιί",, .· ( к 4 1 , к л ) | dn (2.2.4) Jfflj-^j'mj, k
o
 j'mj^jmj 4 j " o' 
dO is defined as an infinitesimal solid angle element 
-»• 
around к .,. 
J* 
To obtain values for the cross section one has the 
LS-equation to determine 1 E,n+>,fгот there Τ and the 





applying a partial wave analysis to separate out the an­
gular dependence of the problem in exchange for a set of 
coupled equations ( A R T 6 O ) . T O reduce the coupling as far 
as possible one uses in these equations the so-called 
1
 coupled representation' defined through, 
ljLJM>= Σ Ijm.lm^ <jm InijJ jlJM > 
m-m.
 J J 
1 j 
<â,î-|jmjlm1>=Yjj(f)Y11(R) 
Along these lines we obtain, 
i i c H m . 1 m , # » m, 
Σ 
l m , 
m , * . 
0
 Y J(*)=  ^wi j ( к
o
R ) Y ^ ( ^ J Y ^ C R U Цт) 
Σ Uw i ^ ( k ^ T j ^ Í R . ^ Y ^ Í k , , ) 
lm. 
JM 
, < jm .lm I j l J M > 
J 
the last equation is the expansion in the 'coupled repre-
sentation' (АНТбО,ЕШЬО,БНІб2) , 
M
 ' ι 
Use of the coupled representation simplifies the calcula-
2 
tions considerably;as the eigenstates of J and J are 
ζ 
conserved we can first calculate the problem for a par­
ticular choice of J,M sind 'incoming 1' and then for a 
full solution of the problem use a superposition of these 
solutions obeying the proper boundary conditions.Therefor 
we write for the full solution, 
jm +JM 
V R V ) = i, \ Аим· Ji(R'f) 
with, 
+JM + „Jjl 
Φ „(Η,Ϊ)- Σ F i ' l ^ R J T (R,f) 
J l
 j'l' R j'l'J 
jm 
and A. .7. as expansion coefficients whose particular value 
doen't need to concern us at the moment.Herev the radial 
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solutions F ^.Дн) do not depend on M as can be shown by 
writing down the systems of coupled equations for these 
functions (ARTdO).Inserting the above expansions in the 
LS-equation and making a partial wave expansion for the 
Green's operator too we obtain the irtegral equations 
through which the F ,., are determined, 
Jjl - +1' 
F . i . i R j ^ j (k R)i δ + Σ jfRR·^ (R,R'). 
J Jjl 
•




 л . . ..мЛн·)» «J'l' J«! V |j"l»JM> which is independent 
of M, 
G* (R.R·) the Green's function for the I'-th partial 
j' 
wave;its explicit form is (MES64), 
G+1|(R,R')= - -^ k j 1.J l l(k J,R <)h+,(kj,H >) 
with h 1 l(k.,R) the spherical hankel function of outgoing 
wave character,R=max(R tR') and R <^min(R,R'). 
Using the asymptotic properties of the Green's function 




 H -i(k R-ii) к 1/2 
•hJ .«i1 .-<à^).(vJ .) , / 1 ,- j«1j·· . 
J Jjl 
• J^ilk^R'J.V,^,,,^,, (R'J.Fn^n^R·). 
i(k R-i^-) 
.dR'Je J * } 
The expression in square brackets before the positive 
exponential is the amplitude connected with the outgoing 
13 
wave. 
If a partial wave expansion is made of Eq.2.2.3 the 
above expression can be related to a partial wave expan­
sion of the Τ operator. 
If we consider the relation between the Τ and S oper­
ator, 
à = 1 - 2ітіТ 
the above mentioned amplitude of the outgoing wave is 
seen to be ал element of the S matrix.In this way we 
find for the matrix elements of the Τ operator, 
τ ρ 1/2 -
T J(j'l 1;jl)=-p-.(k к ) E /R'Ji.Ck R · ) . 
ϋ^π
 0 J




j, 1..j.. 1M(R ,)F j M 1 1 1(i< ,)dR' (2.2.5) 
The expression for the scattering amplitude (Eq.2.2.3) 
yields if we insert the expansions (2.2.2),(2.2.2a) and 






f., . (lc.,,k )= Ζ Σ -(2ir) i (к к.,) 
J
 mj' î j mj J 0 1в1 1'»^ 0 J 
m , . m • « 
.Tíj'm
 11'ш 1 1|jm lm 1)Y 1t ( kj.) Yi (^0) (2.2.6) 
in which is made use of the definition, 
T( j'm 1·ιη , ; jm lm )= Σ < j 'm , 1 • m | j « 1 ' JM> . 
J J
 JM J 
. T J ( j 4 ' ; Jl) <jlJM |jmjlm1> 
The expressions for the various cross sections are 
easily calculated starting from Eq.2.2.4.For instance we 
find for the differential cross section, 
n J J
 ^і
 1 , mi. ^ -i M-i. J 
ík 
(ΐ-Ι'+Ι,-Ιΐ) m • „ m , . m » π)..,»-
i 1' 1 Y ^ í k j y ^ ( k j j Y ^ l d c ^ Y ^ l í k j , ) . 
.T( j'mj.l'mj^, ; jmjlm1)T( j'mj.l'mj^, ; jraJl1m1 ) 
(2.2.7) 
and for the total cross section for the state j m . 
using the optical theorem (МЕЗб^),taking к Ц z-axis, 
a
 • = 7 - Іш f . . . (к ,k ) jm к jm ;jm ч о* о' 
lu* A h 1 j \ 
1 ш .0 -га .1 ira. О -m . ι \ J J/ \ J J/ 
(-) 1 + 1,(2J
+







' ) -(2"\2 
г— Im I i —' '— 
o 11'j ^o 
(2.2.8) 
If we use a slightly different form for the Green's 
function incorporating the asymptotic properties of the 
solutions for the radial equations we can derive an 
equivalent relation for Eq.2.2.5.This alternative way of 
writing down the solutions will prove to be useful in 
the approximation elucidated in the next section (2.3)· 
The Green's function then is feiven by, 
+ 1 Ρ + l ' I , 
G k ( R , R ' ) = - ¿ j j k o f 1 ( k o R < ) u 1 ( k o R > ) e J i 
o h 
w i t h 
ГЦ І Ц
Х
2 iL) . ш ± і і





and f. and u 1 are those solutions that behave as, 
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T J 
£. ( к R ) = ·*• τ — 5 s x n ( k R-—+ η ) a n d x s r e g u l a r f o r 
0
 R - » K o J 
R=0 w h i l e 
i ( k R - •!!•) 
">o«>=
n
- ITR« 0 2 
R -»•» о 
with η , called the 'phase shift'. 
Using this form for the Green's function the expression 
for the Τ matrix elements becomes, 
ft* 0 J J II ι II и 
J Jjl 
•
fl' ( kj' R , ) Vj·!· . J..l"( R ,) F J..l"( R ,) d R'} 
(2.2.5a) 
Another useful expression is the one for the total cross 
section if the quantization axis (z-axis) is not paral­
lel to the к direction.To obtain this we use (2.2.6), 
о 
the optical theorem,the composition relation for the 
spherical harmonics (МЕЗб^) and define σ (к ) as the r
 jm v o' 
total cross section for the case that the к -vector is 
о 
not oriented along the relative velocity (i.e. the z-
axis).This yields 
** . . . . ( 2 w ) 2 ^ 1 ' , , m l + M o 
σ (к )= S.
 I m j r t _i§ll ^ (.) 1 
jm о ' к . . .
 T 1 u к 
J
 j о 1 1 ' m 1 m 1 , JLM о 
.Y^Mo(k
o
) Л 2 і ' - ы ^ і м ^ ± і і ( - ) 1 + 1 ' ( 2 J + 1 ) . 
/J i ' Л i ι j J U I i ' 4 /i i ' L\ 
\J mi· -мД- ті -"j 7 \ 0 0 7 \ m i -»χ. M</ 
. T J ( j l ' ; j l ) 
1 6 
using relation С.33 from MES64 the above expression can 
be transformed to, 
,,_ /oirï2 1-1' l + l'+M +l+l,+J+m, 
Ko 11' JL о 
I1 1' L\l· J L 1 / J J L 1 ( 2 l > l W 2 l ' + l ) ( 2 ^ ^ 
І0 0 0 J \m . -m m , - m ^ \ 1 1 * J ƒ k* 
m -m , « J 
•
Y
 L ^ о ^ " 1 t j l ' l J l ) 
From this follows generally m.=m-, and M =0.Putting now 
0 .·——- L 
Y L(k o)=/-^
± 1
.P L(cosB),using d 0 0( ß)=PL(cosß) 
with ß the angle between к and the z-axis.Application 
oí the relation 
j / j 1 J 2 J-A_ / J , J 2 "^L·5! 






we obtain the following expression for a. (k0)t 
2 1-1' m. + J+m.j-m. j 
І .
І И
 г ζ -ifli-i (_) J о' J d
m
 (ß). 
о 11' Jm . . о J J 
J 
•Vm./6) 4, '^, -„,., оД00 θ)' 
j j L J 
•1 1' J } ï Í J 1 ' ^ 1 ) (2.2.9) 
This again can be simplified using 6.2.8 of EDM60 to 
J m j 0 ko m j ( mjmj· ll'J k o 
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1-1' l+l' 
. i ( - ) 
J 
•τ (ji'iji) 
\гі' + л)1гі^) l· 1 J \ l· ^ J \ 
which can be arranged as, 
in which we have used Eq.2.2.8 for a 
JmJ< 
THb DlsTOHTEU ^AVE APPROXIMATION 
This oí ten used approximation is based on the assump-
tion that the eflect of the AIP can be treated as a small 
perturbation comparecí to the magnitude (and influence) of 
the IIP.One takes into account the distortion of the 
plane wave due to the isotropic potential but calculates 
the efiects of amsotropy with the help of a perturbation 
theory. 
lo derive the iormula originating from this approxi-
mation we start from the definition for the elements of 
the T-niatrix (Eq.¿.2.l) and put for the intennolecular 
potential V=V +V, in which V contains the spherically r
 о о 
byiiiiiietric part and V 1 the anisotropic part of the poten­
tial.simple manipulation of the Green's operators yields 
the iollowint (exact) expression for Τ . D
 / r
 n l n 
Τ =<E,n|v |E,m +> +<E,n -|V' |E,m+> (2.j.l) 






1<Ь,п -I ket and bra solutions for the Hamiltonian 
о о ' 
11 +V (out¿,oinb and incoming waves respectively ), | E,m +> 
is a shorthand notation for (k jm +> etc.,while |E,m+> 
is the lull solution for H +V +V, employing the same 
shorthand notation. 
Id 








 +<E,n - |ν· |Ε,πι +> (2.3.3) 
nm run ' о ' о
 y
 ' 
with Τ ζ \ 
nm defined as the first term in (2.3.1). 
To express |E,m +> as a solution in terms of already-
known properties we return to Kq. 2 . '¿ . 5a.The assumption 
expressed in (2.3.2) is nirt in putting 
F5»ì»- R fi ( kj H , iii ," 6JJ· 
We insert this in Eq.H.üo and make a partial wave expan-
sion with respect to j and l.It іь not necessary to use 
the coupled representation because in this case there is 
no coupling at all,the reason bein¿; that V is an iso-
tropic potential. Usint; this result we obtain the equiva-
lent of Eq.ü.2.fc> in ІЛА ( HEU63,]<EU69, .ST072 ,1'RA73 ) , 
_ & μ Эт2 -j(j+l) (l+n (21+1) 
σ. = 0+· ., -. ^ . Σ . ( .1 . 
J m j fiV (2j
+
l)(2j-l) 1 (21+3) Ч (21-1) 
.V^sin 2n 1 - 3(l + 2)V2
1 + : i
sin(n1 + n 1 + 2 ) ) (Z.-J.k) 
with, 
σ = — . Σ (21+1) sin η (2.3.5) 
k ¿ 1 
which is called the isotropic cross section; 
ni • V 
and 
v"' = {.^(k^Ofi.íVí^VgtH·)«·2 dH· (2.3.6) 
with V (Η) defined as in (2.1.2). 
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The above relation is the expression for the total 
cross section for a particular jm state in first order 
LiWA.In this approximation the anisotropy for different m. 
ρ 3 
states depends only on the factor (3m -j(j + 1)) / 
/(2j+З)(2j-1) related to a 3j-symbol and is independent 
11 ' 
of the sign of m..From the definition of V it is clear 
и ^ 
that the isotropic potential plays an important rôle in 
what concerns the orientation dependent part of the to-
tal cross section. 
The contributions to the anisotropic part of the cross 
section come from two different ranges of 1-values (part-
ial wave number),as already mentioned in Section 1.1. 
One is called the 'non glory' contribution;it stems from 
small values of the phase shift and high values for 1. 
Approximative calculations (FRA73) show that it is only 
sensitive to the attractive part of the potential and 
provides information about this part of the potential on-
ly (e.g. q 2 f 6 ) . 
The contribution from low 1-values is negligible due 
to the rapidly oscillating factors sin21« and sin(n +n1 ) 
The only exceptions are those 1-values for which n1 
passes through a maximum. 
The second contribution to the cross section comes 
i rom this maximum.If the value of the maximal phase shift 
η, attains such a value as to make sin n, =+1 (ne-1,шах 1,max — 
glecting the contribution of high 1-values) the cross 
section has an extremum value (DUR63).These considera­
tions can be applied to the anisotropic part of the cross 
section,too.For a detailed discussion see Section 2.k.2. 
This contribution to the cross section,called the 
'glory' contribution,is essentially an interference ef­
fect between the part of the wave packet that effectively 
goes straight through and the non-scattered part.The co­
herence of a few partial waves can change the value of 
the cross section. 
If»however,this coherence is lost the glory phenome-
20 
non will be less pronounced or even absent;only the non-
glory contribution will be present.Consequently less in­
formation will be available from such ал experiment ; this 
information concerns the region around the minimum from 
which the glory effect originates.This case is known as 
'glory quenching' (OLS68) and is caused by some struc­
ture in the collision partner which is displayed at the 
energies associated with the particular experiment. 
One cause for quenching is the possibility of easy ro­
tational (de-)excitation of the collision partner due to 
closely spaced rotational levels and/or a potential which 
has a large anisotropic part.A typical example of such a 
partner is CO (BEC70,BUT71) which has been a collision 
partner for this experiment,too (see Chapter k). 
2.4 METHODS OF CALCULATION AND RESULTS 
2.4.1 METHODS OF CALCULATION 
The foregoing theoretical derivations led to the ex­
pression 2.3.4 in Sect.2.3.This equation has been used to 
numerically generate cross sections by a computer.The 
program used is based on DWA and was originally used by 
Reuse and Stolte (REU69) for low velocities.lt has been 
substantially changed to improve both speed and accuracy 
because of the many partial waves contributing at high 
velocities. 
Let us first clarify the notation.Using Eq.2.3.4 we 
have calculated the various cross sections for the case 
J=1 (orthohydrogen) below threshold for rotational exci­
tation.The results are expressed in the following quanti­
ties, 
σ. ι a. . or 9. , as the resulting cross section does 
not depend on the sign of m.| 
о 10 
Δσ tdefined as σ,-σ 
ι о 
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σ »defined in this case as (2σ +σ )/Э (cf. Eq.2.3.5), 
the average cross section;it has no resultant 
dependence on the AIP in DWA. 
In DWA the effects of the repulsive and attractive AIP 
can be separately considered due to the additivity of the 
terms in Eq.2.3.**.In this way quantities o^ ando can be 
ο η 
introduced defined by 
a¿= a -a for q„ ¿=1 and q_ =0 
6 1 о 2.0 2,η 
σ = σ,-ο for q„ ¿=0 and q„ =1 
η 1 о 2,6 2,η 
Using a L j ( n , 6 ) p o t e n t i a l t h e f o l l o w i n g r e l a t i o n b e t w e e n 
t h e v a r i o u s q u a n t i t i e s d e f i n e d above h o l d s i n DWA. 
Δ σ = Ι 1 2 , 6
σ 6 + < ΐ 2 , η σ η ( 2 · 4 · 1 ) 
For all possible anisotropy parameters the resulting 
Δσ can be calculated with only one determination of σ, 
and σ . 
η 
We will now discuss in some detail the numerical meth­
ods used to calculate the cross sections.A FORTRAN pro­
gram generates numerically the radial wave functions re­
sulting from the isotropic part of the potential and 
stores them for use in a numerical quadrature to evalu­
ate the integrals V (cf. Eq.2.3.6).The calculations 
are done in the jl representation as already explained 
in beet.2.3.The method used to integrate the radial 
bchrödinger equation is based on the Numerov-algorithm; 
this algorithm is a sixth order method and as such the 
fastest,most precise one of like methods (DES61,ALD71). 
The Numerov method is based on the relation between the 
Wronskians evaluated at different points r. for a differ-
ential equation of the type 
^-r f(r)=A(r)f(r) J 
dr 
the r e l a t i o n between the Wronskians i s , 
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*(г±+,)-2*(гхиПг±_,) = h2 âL f(r)/r=r ( б, 
with г.
 1=r.+h,h being the stepsize and г. the i-th mesh 
point used in the numeric integration;neglecting the last 
term the Wronskian is given by, 





We extract the phase shift Π using the methods of 
least-squares.In the asymptotic region where the influ­
ence of tue potential can be neglected (for instance com­
pared to the magnitude of the centrifugal barrier) the 
solution f1 for each orbital quantum number 1 (Eq.2.2.5a) 
can be approximated as, 
f^kR) = Aj^klO+Bn^kR) (2.4.2) 
¿.(n.) being the asymptotic approximations for the regu-
lar (irregular) solutions of the differential equation, 
the spherical Bessel and Neumann functions.The relation 
to be used for the determination of η is, 
tgn i= -B/A 
with different values for A and В for each l.The value 
for A actually forms a normalization of the wave function 
lateron during the quadrature (it is one of the two free 
constants of integration).If we calculate the value for 
f1 , j. and n. in the last η points of the integration we 
can write (2.4.2.) as a matrix equation, 
(F)1 = (G)1 (J) 
F^j = f 1(kR i) } i=1,,...,m ; j = 1 
G i j = Ji( l c Ri)*ji + ni( k Hi) «ja » i=1,...,n ; j=1 t2 
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This overcìetermined system of equations can be solved by 
a least squares technique and one gets besides the "best" 
values for A and В an indication of the quality of the 
solutions if the least squares sum is substantially 
greater than the numerical errors due to the finite pre­
cision oi number representation in the digital computer 
the solution is clearly not in its asymptotic region 
where an approximation like Eq.2.it.2 holds. 
11' Ihe quadrature used to calculate the integrals V is 
based on a five point lormula using a fourth order poly­
nomial approximation as a trade-off betveen speed and ac­
curacy because the wave function is determined at fixed 
points (the integration mesh) Eind more faster and accu­
rate methods like Gaussian quadrature require the func­
tion values to be evaluated at varying distances with re­
spect to each other. 
The program described above has been used to study the 
influence oí diííerent forms oi potentials (Lj(lO,6),LJ 
( 1 '¿,b) , Buckingham-Corner (BXJCkj) etc.).About the quality 
ol the method u&ed to generate the cross section the fol-
lowing can be said.The accuracy of the code was tested 
with vaiious implementations of the method and with ver-
sionb pioducea by diííerent compilers ; the results re-
mained es^eniially the same;on this basis and the accura-
cy of the Nuraerov algorithm the numerical accuracy is es-
timated to be better than 1:10 .The speed of computation 
(using an IBM З70/155) is about .08 sec per phase shift. 
tor the calculation of one cross section at a particular 
relative velocity the time is J.5 sec;it is determined by 
the number of partial waves used,usually this number was 
fixed at kO sufficient for a velocity range of 800 to 
2000 m/sec.The convergence of the numerical method at 
high partial wave numbers was checked against the phase 
shifts obtained by JWKB and Born methods if they were ap­
plicable.from these checks emerged three important con­
clusions which can be stated as follows: 
2k 
1) The choice of the starting point for the integration 
is extremely important with respect to the accuracy 
that can be obtained.Because of the singular behav-
ior of these intermolecular potentials around the 
origion the usual power series expansion fails and 
one has to resort effectively to a hard core model. 
If now the starting point,i.e. the size of the hard 
core,is chosen too far outward the resulting phase 
shifts tend to be too large(resulting in too large 
a cross section due to the partial waves with high 
1 values.If,however,the starting point is chosen too 
far inside the numerical overflow due to the expo-
nential rise in the starting region could present 
difficulties;our program handles this situation by 
renormalizing thç wave function . As a rule of thumb 
one can say that the value of the molecular poten-
tial has to be at least,at the starting point,10 
times larger than the value of the centrifugal bar-
rier at the classical turning point. 
2) Another important factor is the stepsize for the in-
tegration mesh.Here one can state that about 130 
points per wavelength do give reliable results.If 
tiie stepsize is too large the phase shifts tend, 
again,to be too large. 
3) The third important point is the position of asymp-
totic matching (cf. Sect.2.^.1) for ljto,this posi-
tion is mainly determined by the ratio of the cen-
trifugal term to the molecular potential.A ratio of 
about 100 ensures that the solution is effectively a 
combination of spherical bessel and neumann func-
tions.The corresponding position depends heavily on 
the partial wave number and can decrease by a factor 
of 2 going from low to high numbers. 
If all these considerations were properly taken into 
account the JVKB (and Born) phase shifts were reproduced 
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UGUfìEa 2.1 and 2.2 Results of DWA calculations for H -Ar, 
-Кг plotted against the relative velocity.Shown are the 
isotropic cross section ( σ) and the values for o¿( σ 1 2 ) 
obtained with q ,=l(o) and q 2 ._=0(1)»Parameters are 
taken írom HEL6S.* ' 
2000 
FIGURE 2.3 Results of DWA calculations for Η -Xe 
plotted against the relative velocity.Shown are the 
isotropic cross section ( σ) and the values for Og( σ ) 
obtained with q ,=і(о) and q =0(l). Parameters are 
from HEL68. 2 ' b ¿ , 1 ¿ 
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in a few thousandths of a radian.This might raise the 
question : Why not use a JWKB-based method ? The answer 
is simple t Ve do not only need the phase shift but the 
wave function too and the effort to generate such a JVKB 
wave function (as for instance outlined by Bernstein in 
ROS66) is about the same as numerical inte gration.The 
JWKB method is,however,applicable;this was tested by com­
paring the results of the above mentioned with the exact 
DWA results.The results of those two calculations were 
in agreement with each other. 
2.U.2 RESULTS OF CAJLCULATIONS 
In fig.2.1 through to fig.2.6 the results of the cal­
culations for H -Ar,Kr,A.e,N and CO are shown|N_ and CO 
are treated as spherically symmetric molecules.All these 
calculations have been done with a Lj(l2,6) potential ex­
cept for the one of fig.2.k.Here the result for H -Xe is 
depicted obtained using a Lj(l0,6) potential for which 
the isotropic parameters were adjusted by a trial and er­
ror procedure to duplicate the Helbing cross section in 
the velocity range investigated.In Table 2.1 the impor­
tant parameters for these calculations are depicted to­
gether with some results obtained from the calculations. 
In the table is given the value v 0 for the relative 
velocity at which о vanishestv_ is the relative veloci­
ty at which the anisotropy due to the repulsive branch of 
the potential is zero and the resulting anisotropy is 
solely due to the attractive part and especially due to 
the non-glory contribution.This velocity can be easily 
estimated from the IIP parameters and a change of these 
parameters has so a well known effect on the resulting 
anisotropy.To determine this velocity v_ we start with 
the expression for η, in the semi-classical approxi-
^ 1,шах 
mation (DUR63)f 























































































1 : power in the Lj(n,6) potential; 
2 : 10~1/* erg, taken from HEL68/BUT7I; 
3 : 10" 1 ü m,taken from HEL68/BUT71? 
1 2 
4 s AMU,on С basis; 
5 : Ä,this is the value in the starting region,halfway 
during the integration this value increases to 4 
tunes the original one; 
b : Ä,for explanation refer to the text; 
7 : m/sec,for explanation refer to the text; 
Ö î see text. 
TABLE 2.1 
PAHAMl/TEKS UbEU AND KbbULTS OBTAINED IN NUMERICAL INTE-
GRATION OF THE bCATTERING REGION 
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At t i le s e v a l u e s t h e p a r t i a l waves w i t h 1 = 1 give a max-
max 
imal or minimal contribution to the total cross section 
(Eq.2.3.5)«As was shown by Franssen (FRA73) the anisotro-
py effect on the cross section is zero at the velocities 
where the isotropic glory has a maximum.As is apparent 
from Fig.2.1 -2.6 the coincidence of the first and only 
maximum with a zero for σ
ι ς ) still holds approximately 
for our calculations.That similar (semi-classical) con­
siderations can be applied to σ, becomes apparent if we 
subtract the non-glory contributions which in the LL-
approximation (STO72) amounts to σ^ . (З/50) .The numeri­
cal factors (instead of 3/50) found in our calculations 
are given in Table 2.1, too.The values agree within 20 У' 
with the semi-classical value.The velocity v- is con­
nected to η, through a semi-empirical relation de-
l,max ь 
rived by Olson and Bernstein (OLbóö) which reads retain-
ing only the first term in the expansion, 
n. = e' Rm . k.an (2.k.3) 
1, шах — r — 0 0 
with E the total energy and a
n
 a numerical constant ,1х.
п 
wave number for v=v .Thus the position ν for no repul­
sive anisotropy determines the product e.Rm and vice 
versa. 
Again,from the work of Franssen and Heuss (FRA73) we 
see that tiie amplitude of the anisotropic glory contains 
information about the absolute magnitude of the parame­
ters q and q. ¿.This statement applies although 
¿ i л ¿ ¿,, о 
less strictly to the systems with H as one collision 
partner.Here,the potential well is rather shallow so 
that it allows for one glory maximum,only.What remains 
of a glory period covers the range from 1000 m/sec to 
IÖOO m/sec approximately (see Fig.2.1 -2.6).It is hard 
to distinguish between .genuine glory- and non-glory 
contributions.Therefor,we obtain information on q. , 
2, о 
and q from the general behavior of the measured an-
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1500 2000 
I'IGbKb 2.4 Results oí' DWA calculations for H -Х using 
a LJ( 1 υ , t>} potential with modified parameters .Plotted 
are the values for the isotropic cross section (σ) and 
lor ο ( σ 1ο) obtained with q £=ΐ(θ) and 
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FIGURES 2.5 and 2.6 Results of DWA calculations for the 
systems Η -Ν ,CO .Plotted against_the relative velocity 
are the isotropic cross section (σ) and the values for 
σ (σ J obtainea with q =1,(o) and q =0( 1 ) ¡parameters 
are Гаісеп from BUT? 1 . ' * 
JO 
ieotropy.As in. the eemiclassical case for the glory 
contribution we are mainly sensitive to the ratio 
q 2 12^ 42 6 Ь· 0* 1 1·· •b*1· contributions of repulsive and 
attractive branch nearly cancel each other and because 
in the high velocity range the contributions of repul­
sive and attractive branch are approximately propor­
tional to each other. 
Following the cross section to the low velocities 
( < 800 m/sec) sharp structures appear (partly visible 
for H —Xe)¡these are so—called '1-resonances' because 
their properties are governed by single partial waves 
(REUÓ9»SCH72).The resonances could provide very de-
tailed information about the IIP and AIP if this veloc-
ity range would become accessible experimentally with 
high enough energy resolution. 
At the high velocity side of our calculations one 
enters the transition regime where the dominant rôle of 
the attractive part of the potential is taken over by 
the repulsion,as far as the total collision cross sec-
tion is concerned.Systems like H -He or H?-Ne with 
their small well depth (which is even too small to sus-
tain a glory effect) show this transition region al-
ready at relatively small velocities (1200 m/sec) and 
are thus especially suited for a study of these effects. 
In Fig.2.7 the result of a calcualtion for H -He is 
given using the recently by Shafer and Gordon derived 
potential (bHA73).Uue to its complicated form the con-
tributions of attractive and repulsive branch are not 
as obviously separable compared to a Lj(l2f6) potential 
and, thus,only the resulting Δο is given.The effect of the 
anisotropy is expected to stay nearly constant over the 
velocity range shown and gives an 'asymmetry* (cf.Sec­
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Δσ 
ТОО 1500 2000 
F1GUHE 2.7 Results oi DWA calculations for the system 
H -He using the potential as proposed by Shafer and 
Gordon ( biLA7 j) .bhown as a function of the relative 
velocity are the isotropic cross section and the re­
sulting Δσ . 
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CHAPTER 3 EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 
3.1 DESCRIPTION OF THE APPARATUS 
3.1.1 GENERAL 
In Figure 3·1 a drawing of the apparatus is given 
showing the important parts of the machine.Tables 3.1 
and 3.2 give distances and dimensions besides some 
general information. 
The hydrogen beam is formed by a nozzle-skimmer ar­
rangement (S fS in Fig.3·'!) resulting in a very intense, 
nearly monochromatic beam.The beam next passes through 
two chambers (not shown) of which the first one con­
tains a beam chopper ;this mechanical device was devel­
oped in our laboratory by Dr.H.L.Schwartz and consists 
of a flexible bridge with two magnets resonantly oscil­
lating between two coils,a pick-up coil and a driver 
coil. 
distance source-collimator slit 
distance collimator-detector slit 
length of selector magnet 
distance between magnet and 
collimator slit 
height of collimator slit 
width of collimator slit 
height of detector slit 
width of detector slit 
height scattering chamber slits 
width scattering chamber slits 
length of C-field coil 
height of C-field coil 































1) : s e e F i g u r e 3 . 2 
TABLE 3 . 1 
SOME CRITICAL DIMENSIONS OF THE APPARATUS 
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FIGURE 3.1 Schematic diagram oí trie apparatus .The hydrogen beam 13 formed by the 
source slcimmer combination S,Sk;it passes through the scattering box Sb sur-
rounded by coils to establish the orientation axis during the collisions.The beam 
is state selected through a comoination of deflection fields (A,B),a collimator 
slit D and a transition field (C,RF).The beam is detected through slit D and 
the Penning detector Ρ.The distances shown are in mm . 
chamber 
source chamber 





buffer chamber no 2 






























A fB,C magnets 
detector slit, 
Penning 
l) l ion getter pump 
TABLE 3.2 
VACUUM PKOPERTIES OF THE APPARATUS 
This design has the normal very high stability of me­
chanical oscillators but eliminates the need for very high 
and accurately tuned driving power as for instance needed 
for a chopper made out of a tuning fork.This beam chopper 
is used for initial optimizing purposes and alignment of 
various parts of the machine,it is not used during the 
actual experiment.The next chamber contains the velocity 
selector,a device not used in the experiment,too.It is 
utilized only to measure the velocities at a certain 
source temperature.The following chamber contains the ac­
tual scattering box S (see Section J.1.4).After being 
scattered the beam enters the state selector (A,D , C , B ) . 
The parts of the apparatus placed at the end of the beam 
path consist of two buffer chambers and the UHV detector 
chamber with detector slit D and detector P. 
The whole vacuum system needed to maintain a suffi-
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ciently low pressure along the be ani path ia integrally 
protected against pressure п ь е з of any cause.All diffu­
sion pumps are protected against too high roughing pres­
sures, while the UHV section is protected by an electro-
pneumatically operated valve which shuts off this section; 
it is actuated if a pressure monitor in the second buff-
erchamber senses a pressure greater than 1.10 Torr. 
Our machine possesses the same multichamber arrange­
ment as the machine ol Stolte (bT072),the advantage being 
an easy access to every part in case of alterations or 
repairs while other parts are shut off by valves.This ar­
rangement has a disadvantage;it requires a very large and 
intricate vacuum system.We need a long machine anyhow to 
achieve a measurable deflection in the state selector 
(cf. beet.3.2),therefor the large length does not affect 
the peilomiance ol the apparatus. 
Tiie next sections give some detailed information on 
the various parts of the apparatus. 
3.1.2 THE αPURGE 
The molecular beam source of this machine is formed by a 
nozzle-skiiiiuier arrangement ; it produces a nearly mono­
chromatic molecular beam of high intensity.lt has a few 
disadvantages, too .To ¿»et a well expanded beam one needs 
a high unving pressure behind the nozzle and this in 
turn calls lor a large-capacity pumping system to handle 
tne high llow rates.The solution to keep the pumping re-
quirements modest is to use as small a nozzle diameter as 
possible to Keep the gasflow low;we used holes of 25 u 
diameter at maximum resulting in a gasflow into the 
source chamber that a JU00 l/sec diflusion pump could 
handle without giving rise to beam instabilities (the 
maximum operating pressure in this chamber was 2.10 
Torr).A second disadvantage is that the nearly mono-ener-
getic beam allows measurements in a very restricted ve-
3b 
locity region only.This disadvantage was remedied by 
varying the temperature oi the source ; in this way the fi-
nal velocity was controlled. 
The result is a beam of high intensity and with a ve-
locity that call be varied between 12Ü0 ra/sec (77 k) and 
220Ü m/sec (300 K),the estimated intensity is larger 
than 10 part/(sterad.s)«The determination of the ve-
locity distribution at the different source temperatures 
was done using a velocity selector of the usual Fizeau 
type (PAU68) with a Δν/ν of 3/6.This selector could be 
used only to determine the most probable velocity be­
cause it was found that the distribution was too narrow 
to be resolved by this selector.We believe that the beam 
velocities measured are accurate to¿59e .This number is 
baseu on several tests done to check the accuracy of 
the selector.1irstly,the velocity ol the Π„ beam,as 
measured by the selector,is almost exactly the theoret­
ical stream velocity for supersonic expansion (DEL66). 
Similar tests done with a N beam at several other 
source temperatures did yield the same agreement.Anoth­
er test was provided by rotating the selector in the re­
verse direction (bT072).In this design there was ал open 
charme1 with a small transmission;a selector operated in 
this way is self-calibrating.Decause of intensity prob­
lems the inaccuracy o f ¿ 5 % could not be lowered by this 
test. 
Some construction details of the source follow.The 
actual source is mounted against a stainless steel dew-
ar in which a solid block of brass is inserted.This 
block can be held at a constant temperature by evapora-
tion of liquid nitrogen,the temperature is controlled 
by a Cryoson TRL-JB temperature controller.The thermal 
contact between brass block and the bottom of the dewar 
is ensured by pouring some oil in the dewar;thus it is 
well possible to keep the temperature variations of the 
source smaller than .5 K.The temperature is continu-
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ously variable from 77 to room temperature. 
The nozzle opening through which the expansion occurs 
is a hole pierced in aluminum kitchen foil.The piercing 
is done with a tungsten needle,the tip etched to obtain 
the small diameter.A whole series of holes is pierced 
at one time{under a microscope the quality and the diam­
eter of the holes are checked.The best ones are saved 
and mounted on the nozzle assembly.The diameters of the 
holes so produced vary considerably,only diameters 
smaller than 25 Д are of interest as the large ones 
t,ave too large a flow of hydrogen into the source cham­
ber and thus caused beam instabilities. 
The nozzle assembly is an interchangeable mounting 
fitting into the source body;the seal against the source 
boay is made by a 1 ram indium O-ring ensuring a good 
thermal contact.The aluminum foil is self-sealing against 
a circular гіш on the nozzle mount.The total construc­
tion is capable if withstanuing pressures of more than 
12 atmospheres absolute. 
The interchangeability is very useful if the nozzle 
by any chance is clogged by oil.Cleaning is possible to 
a certain extent¡useful is ultrasonic cleaning in an ac-
etone bath. 
The skimmer used is a conical one,machined from brass. 
The aperture varied but the best results were obtained 
with a rather long one with an opening of .5ram;the inner 
о о 
and outer angles of the cone were 20 and 30 respective-
iy. 
The performance of nozzle-skimmer assemblies is a well 
studied object (BEC54,DEL66,AND66,BRE73)}we have not 
undertaken an extensive program to obtain data for such 
a system firstly because the experimental set-up was not 
particulary suited for it and secondly because our only 
interest in the nozzle was to produce very intense beams. 
Only rough measurements have been done concerning veloci­
ty distribution,final Mactmuraber and optimum nozzle-skim-
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mer distance.The results were, 
1) The final velocity distribution obtained by our noz­
zle indicated a very narrow distribution,much nar­
rower than could be resolved by our best velocity 
selector with Δν/ν of 8 fé.From magnetic deflection 
measurements the velocity spread of the expanded 
beam is estimated to be about 5 # FVHM. 
2) The Mach number resulting from this expansion is 
greater than 30 (SCI70). 
3) The optimum nozzle-skimmer distance was found to be 
in the' range 8-15 nun in good agreement with the re-
sults obtained by Ashkenas and Sherman (DEL66). 
Λ simpler but equally effective nozzle of this design 
was already described in a preliminary report (MOE70); 
since then a lot of researchers have adopted this simple 
and effective way of manulacturing nozzles,especially 
f or Η (KtrP73,BUC73) · 
Thus a nozzle was used as an efficient means of pro­
ducing an intense H„ beam;the actual intensity was not 
precisely determined because no me ein s of absolutely 
measuring the beam flux was available (cf. Section 3.1.3) 
Compared to a usual beam source formed by a combination 
of eoi effusive slit and a velocity selector the gain in 
usable intensity is estimated to be at least a factor 
50 at the lowest velocities»becoming larger at higher 
velocities. 
3.1.3 THE DETECTOR 
In molecular beam experiments the choice and/or ap­
praisal of an efficient molecular detector is always a 
problem.At the time this investigation was started one 
was able to build universal detectors with mass selec­
tion possessing an ionization detection efficiency for 
beam molecules of 1 on 1СГ (FRI55»WEl6l){because the 
expected intensity of the state selected beam was very low 
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and because tb· background gas in a UHV system consists 
mainly of Ы a choice was made in favor of a total de­
tector,i.e. a detector which records all molecules and 
is not sensitive to one particular species like univer­
sal detectors equipped with mass spectrometers or quad— 
rupoles. 
One of the most effective ways to produce ionization 
is a dense plasma.A device employing this principle is 
the vacuum gau^e developed by Redhead : the inverted 
magnetron.We used as such a device a specially manufac­
tured version of a Leybold UHV Penning gauge (shortly 
called the 'Penning').The measuring system is mounted 
inside a Ъак а Ы glass envelope mounted on a stainless 
steel flange.The magnet used to generate the magnetic 
field was in the original design a permanent magnet 
but was replaced by an electromagnet.The magnetic B-
iielcl was regulated such that optimum stability of the 
Penning discharge was obtained.This plasma is in prin­
ciple a highly unstable physical system,it exhibits all 
kinds of oscillations at high and low ίrequencies.After 
carelul adjustment of both the high voltage (max. 5 kV 
in our case) ana the magnetic field (l.5 kG max.) the 
output of the detector monitored by an oscilloscope did 
not bhow axiy appreciable oscillations.The noise this 
detector exhibits does not follow a simple law (shot-
noise, l/f noise etc.) but varies from day to day,pos­
sibly a result of very low amplitude oscillations. 
As already was demonstrated in our laboratory (FRA68) 
such a device records the total influx of particles and 
does not exhibit the common l/v dependence of beam ion­
izers; thus at all velocities the output of this type of 
detector is the same,for constant beam flux. 
The beam is directed into the volume of the Penning 
and causes a pressure rise due to a pressure increase. 
If the influx varies periodically the varying output of 
the detector can be monitored by an Ac-amplifier or,more 
ko 
sensitively.with phase sensitive techniques. 
For such a system the following equation governs the 
pressure inside the Penning, 
dp S.( p- po) K(t) 
dt = "" V + V 
with, 
ρ (Torr) pressure in Penning volume; 
ρ (Torr) pressure in UHV section to which the Penning 
gauge is connected through a piece of tubing; 
S (l/s) conductance of this connection; 
V (l) volume of the Penning detector; 
K(t) (Torrl/s) influx of particles into the Penning 
volume. 
Assuming a square wave form for K(t) with period 2t the 
resulting peak-peak pressure amplitude is given by 
-St /V 
ρ „ - * - . ( Ι - 0 ) 
"
 s
 -St /V 
in which К is the amplitude of the square wave.The maxi­
mum detection efficiency for a square wave is thus at­
tained for St /V>>l.ln our case S/V was found »xperimen-
0
 -1 
tally to be 25 s ,so it was advantageous to use a chop­
ping frequency as low as possible.For instance using 5 Hz 
instead of 20 Hz gives an increase in signal of about a 
factor 3·Α further way to improve this type of detector 
is to make V as small as possible to obtain a larger 
S/V of the Penning. 
Another factor affecting the operation of the Penning 
—a is the density of the plasma.High pressure ( > 10~ Torr) 
causes high densities;no stable adjustment can be at­
tained and the noise is very high.On the other side,at 
very low densities (pressure <10~ Torr) the noise de­
creases considerably but the ionization efficiency is 
lowered at the same time.On has,thus,to search for some 
optimum operating pressure for the detector.This was 
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realized by using an ion-getter pump fed by a power 
supply with variable voltage so that its pumping speed 
could be adjusted. 
Under ideal operating conditions the Penning deliver-
ed about 1Ü A üC current due to the background gas. 
Usint, the manufacturer's data on the sensivity of 
5 А / Т О Г Г {± 2Ü c/o) for H this amounted to a pressure m 
the Pennint, itself of 2.1Ü y Torr.The full beam (not 
state selected) ¿.ives an increase in DC signal of 
10 A from which a partial pressure of 2.10- Torr 
lollows corresponding thus very well with the estimated 
beam intensity of 10 part/s. 
The very small AC currents delivered by the Penning 
are amplified by a Keithly Electrometer the output of 
chicli is connected to a Keithly 103 AC amplii ier and 
then monitored by a PAR phase sensitive detector model 
l^o.ìvext in the uetector chain follows a voltage to fre-
quency converter the pulses of which are counted by a 
set oí scalers,in this way a very large time constant is 
eííected while digital manipulation of the data is great-
ly iacilitated. 
j. 1 .k THE SCATTERIІМG BOX 
In our experiment a scattering box was used mainly 
because its construction is much simpler than of a sec­
ondary beam.]or all systems investigated the primary 
velocity (the velocity of the H molecules) is more than 
1 ive tunes larger than the mean velocity of the collision 
partner (the only exception is N ).In this situation the 
averaging over the distribution of both primary and sec-
onUary particles (see Appendix 2) does not introduce 
serious corrections to the ideal situation of fixed tar­
get molecules ana a scattering box can be used econom­
ically. 
The box used m this experiment is a solid copper box 
k2 
attached to a stainless steel devar vhose temperature 
can be regulated in the ваше way as the source's (see 
Section 3.1.2).The length over which the particles can 
encounter a collision partner is 5 cm.The entrance and 
exit slits have the dimensions shown already in Table 
3.1.The width of the slits and their length are such 
that the conductance in so small that a pressure rise in 
the vacuum vessel was not detectable if gas was let into 
the box at pressures < 10 Torr. 
The gas is admitted through a long tube in which 
baffles are placed in a good thermal contact with the 
cooling system. 
The gas supply is very simple,it allows switching 
from one species to another accomplished in a few sec­
onds. It is based on the continuous flow principle.A 
large container (2 l) contains the gas at an appropriate 
pressure (typical kO - 60 cm Hg);the gas bleeds into a 
storage volume through a Matheson regulator for sub-at­
mospheric pressures and a controlled leak in series.The 
storage volume is connected with the scattering box and 
is pumped continuously by a 30 l/s diflusion pump.From 
this volume an electrically operated valve assembly on 
the scattering chamber either admits gas into the box or 
shuts the supply off and connects a second 30 l/sec pump 
to the box.The leak is adjusted to give 1/3 attenuation 
(l/e) of the beam intensity .The gases used were high 
purity (Kr and Xe,99.9 # pure) or taken from bottles 
with technical purity (99 ?b).They were further purified 
by freezing them with liquid nitrogen and pumping away 
the residue. 
In this set up a fill time was realized of about 20 
seconds,mainly determined by the length of tubing con­
necting the supply system to the box.The pumpdown time 
was much faster in the order of 5 seconds. 
Around the box two pairs of coils are mounted in 
nearly a Helmholtz configuration to produce the 
Ы 
quantization axis during the collision.Magnetic fields 
are oriented in such a way that one pair of coils give 
a field parallel to the primary beam velocity while the 
second pair is capable of producing a field perpendicu­
lar to this direction.In this way it is not necessary to 
use two differently selected states of H for scattering 
because changing the field direction also changes the 
state of the incoming molecule with respect to the quan­
tization axis defined along the relative velocity (cf. 
Eq.2.2.10,Section 3.3-1 and Appendix 2 ) . 
The magnetic field strength has to be high enough to 
decouple I and J to let ш be a meaningful quantum num-
ber (see Appendix l).for the states used (L and K) 100 G 
is sufficient to have .5 ^ maximum admixture of non-
wanted in states.The coils are capable of producing such 
a iield.Due to the stray fields of the yoke of the state 
selector the homogeneity of the fields is somewhat im­
paired but shielding does reduce this to 1 G/m. 
Furtheron,care was taken that all magnetic fields 
alori¿; the beam path, either to define the collision axis 
or used in the state selector,do point in the same di-
rection to prohibit unwanted flops. 
•j.2 STATE SELECTION OF H 
3.2.1 BEAM DEFLECTION 
In order to measure the anisotropy in the total cross 
section one needs a way of selecting the state of H .As 
mentioned in Section 1.2 this has been achieved by a com-
bination of beam deflection and RF-transition techniques. 
For an understanding of the method of state selection we 
will first summarize the properties of H in a strong 
magnetic field (for details refer to RÀM56). 
The H„ molecule in strong magnetic fields can be con-
sidered to have a total nuclear spin I and a rotation 
kk 
characterized by J.From Appendix 1 ve see that at high 
fields the magnetic moment u is given by the linear ex­
pression, 
uB« tu^aB + m ЬВ (3.2.1) 
with a=2.821x10"30 j/G, b«4.093x1 О*"31 J/G and В (Gauss) 
the magnetic field strength. 
Each level with fixed m^ is split into 3 levels with 
in." 0,± 1|if ve consider the (lJ) = (ll) state of Η , the 
largest contribution to the magnetic moment is coming 
from mTa. 
These magnetic properties can be used to select a mag­
netic substate nu.,т..A monochromatic H beam enters a 
first inhomogeneous magnetic deflection field (Rabi mag­
net ,Α-field,see Figures 3·1 and 3.2)}then passes through 
a RF coil inside a homogeneous field (C-field) vere tran­
sitions can be induced and finally enters a second in-
homogeneous field (В-field).Thus,the set-up is similar 
to a molecular beam magnetic resonance machine (RAM56) 
except that no special provisions are taken to obtain 
maximum frequency resolving power.Also the gradients and 
the magnetic fields of both A and В magnets are parallel 
to each other.This allows by varying the position of the 
collimator slit in the C-region to observe an increase in 
signal at the detector (flop-in) or a decrease (flop-
out) if the RF-field is correctly tuned.If we consider 
the flop-out mode the slits are placed in such a way that 
only molecules with a particular value for m- and with 
all possible m. values can reach the detector;all other 
molecules are deflected to one side or another due to 
their magnetic moments (Eq.3.2.1).If in the C-field the 
frequency and amplitude of the oscillating RF-field is 
correctly tuned,a transition with Дш-.в±1, Дш.аО is induced 
for molecules vith a particular m. value.These molecules 
vili then not be detected because they do not follow any­
more the path to the detector.In our case,the frequencies 
b5 
for this transitions are spaced so far apart that ve can 
make an unambiguous identification of (m
x
,m T) states for 
a particular transition frequency. 
The properties of the magnets to produce both the A-
and B-fields are shown in Table 3.3.The gradient of such 
a magnet is proportional to the field strength and can 
be easily calculated from the formulas for a 'two wire' 
field configuration (RAM56), although the fact that we 
use iron pole pieces introduces small deviations.From the 
value for the gradient a displacement for the molecular 
beam can be calculated. 
Using the arrangement and symbols shown in Fig.3.2 we 
can calculate the displacement d^ . at the detector 
det 
plane of a particle with mass m issuing from the source 
with a velocity ν under an angle б,experiencing a force 
F in the first field and a force F in the second one, 
setting tg(e) = 6 and соо( ) = 1, 
d 
mv Ζ rav 
det 2 V„ ' -β Λ -2'~3''' 2 v _s" x~2 s 
(3.2.2) 
Similarly, f or the displacement d ... at the collimator 
' coll 
length of pole pieces (one magnet) 
radius of concave pieces 
radius of convex pieces 
mean field at an exciting 
current of 10 Amps 
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FIGURE 3»2 Geometry of the apparatus.Shown are the var­
ious symbols representing the distances used in the 
cal culations. 
slit we derive 
d . = 1. 
coll 
coll 
we can formulate the re-
(3.2.3) 
and a 
i + - ^ -": + 1 s 1 3 ) 
mv 2 
If we now use a collimator slit of width Ь_ 
detector slit of width S 
с 
quirements for a particle to pass through both collimator 
and detector slit simultaneously to be detected in the 
detector.We must malee a distinction between two cases, 
a) a particle passes only through both slits if in both 
magnets a deflection towards the central axis occurs 
; if a transition is induced in the C-region to anoth­
er m T state the particle will not be detected; 
b) a particle passes through the collimator slit and 
the detector slit if in one magnet a deflection to 
the central axis occurs while practically none in 
the other magnet.This is only possible if in the C-
field region a transition Is induced from an ini-
7^ 




We assume that in both cases the detector slit is on the 
central axis (cK =0) while the collimatorslit is off-det 
a x i S ( d
c o l l = d ) 
Case a) has only one s o l u t i o n i f we r e q u i r e F =F , 
= - Т ^ ^ О - Ь - ) +і
в
і2+і.із(і-^ )-і.( І- +I3) 
while case b) yields two solutions,the first one with 
F =0 before the transition and 
L , 2 I 2 - 1 F 2= + — . d m v . (_s +ls{X3.l2)) 
after the transition.The second solution for case b) has 
V +T7- d 'w 2-(^ ( 1-T7 ) + 1. 12+ 1
e
13 ( 1-T7 ))"T 
before the transition and F =0 after the transition. 
The interesting fact is that for L/l =2 (which means 
a symmetric set-up) the two solutions for case b) yield 
exactly the same displacements and forces for the two 
possibilities. 
The values for the respective forces (using L/l =2) 
are found to be for case a) 
F 1=F 2=F= + d m v ^ + l ^ - l ^ ) 
while case b) yields 
F or F = 2F 
The corresponding displacements in the detector plane 
are for case a) 
d , . = + d with transition. 
det ' 
ktà 
and for case b) 
d. . m +2d for the first solution without transi-
aet . . ti on 
d в -2d for the second solution without trans­äet 
ition,too. 
Case a) is what is commonly called a flop-out exper-
iment; case b) is a flop-in experiment.The displacement 
under b) seems to be twice as large as for case a) but 
the force needed to achieve this deflection is twice as 
large ,too.This result shows that a symmetric set-up 
using the flop-in mode has the clear advantage of a two 
times larger signal because of the two possible solu-
tions. 
In a real experiment the finite slit widths deterio-
rate the resolving power of the apparatus somewhat but 
this does not affect the validity of the foregoing con-
clusions . 
3.2.2. REbULTS 
As each (mT,mT) state has a different magnetic moment 
it should be theoretically possible to block all states 
that are not wanted by a slit of appropriate dimensions. 
The intensity loss due to the small slits necessary for 
such a pure deflection technique forbids this possibility. 
We use slits of such dimensions to give free passage the 
three states with one HL value and the 3 possible combi-
nations with mT.If we now introduce a transition in the 
C-field region,as explained in the foregoing section we 
can measure the intensity of the beam molecules for which 
flop-in or flop-out conditions apply.These transitions 
are specified by a particular initial state (Um-nij)« 
( 1 Im^oij) »the magnetic field strength in the C-regi on and 
a particular transition frequency belonging to the ini-
tial state.We can measure this intensity for instance by 
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FIGURE 3.3 Results for beam profiles ( 'deflection pro-
ilies')of the hydrogen beam (normalized to unity) ob­
tained by moving the collimator slit perpendicular to 
the beam directi on.Curve A is obtained for a beam velo­
city of 12b0 m/s.If the frequency-for the transition EK 
(RAM5b) is applied curve В is obtainea.A mechanical 
Ьеаы chopper was used. 
Ill (mm.) 
switching' the RF field on and off and look at the re­
sulting variation in (total)beam intensity at the detec­
tor.The situation with H at the magnetic field 
strengths used by us in the C-fields is such that one and 
only one transition frequency is correlated with one and 
only one initial state (M0E70).If we use phase-sensitive 
detector techniques we have a means by looking at the 
sign of the output signal to identify a measured signal 
as a flop-in or a flop-out. 
If we use now the set-up of Fig.3.2 and apply only the 
magnetic deflection fields we obtain curve A in Fig.3.3 
by moving the collimatorslit perpendicular to the beam 
direction and recording the intensity at each position. 
This curve is commonly called a 'deflection profile'.This 
figure was obtained using a beam chopping method rather 
than chopping the RF,and only records the absolute inten­
sity at a certain position.Clearly the three peaks corre­
sponding to the three different га-j. values can be seen, 
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the middle one being somewhat larger due to the inevi­
table admixture of para-hydrogen (25 $ of the total in­
tensity) which is not deflected at all.With the fre­
quency for the transition turned on (continuously) we 
obtain curve В ; the changes in the profile are obvious. 
The intensity at one side-peak decreases and in between 
the two peaks appears a new one.The decrease in signal 
is correlated to a flop-out while the new peak corre­
sponds to the flop-in (in the figure both curves are 
normalized to unity). 
Using the chopped-RF technique,which is sensitive to 
the signal that (dis)appears due to the effect of the RF 
only we obtain the curve shown in Figure 3.^.The dif-
lerence in sign for flop-in (-out) signal is clear.The 
resolution in this experiment is not optimal as the 
A 
FICUHE ЗЛ A d e f l e c t i o n p r o f i l e ( n o r m a l i z e d t o u n i t y ) 
l o r t h e t r a n s i t i o n EK (RAM5b).The c u r v e was o b t a i n e d 
by a p p l y n g a square-wave m o d u l a t e d t r a n s i t i o n f r e ­
quency ( ' c h o p p i n g t h e R F · ) . 
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velocity of H molecule 
typical exit angle 
at source 
typical collimator slit 
displacement 
separation of m peaks 
for one m value 
deflection at detector 
without transition 
intrinsic linewidth of 
transition 

























PROPLHTIES OF THE STATL· SELECTOR 
steep change over from flop-out to flop-in demonstrates 
but this is not critical in the actual experiment.As the 
magnetic field (and thus the gradients in the A- and B-
magnets) is increased the seperation of the peaks be­
comes larger but then other,unwanted,effecta come into 
play;the nonlinear!ty of the gradient over too large a 
distance gives distortion of the peaks while some parts 
of the apparatus start to block the outer portion of the 
deflected beam (see Fig.3.5) 
In Table 'J.4 we have brought together some relevant 
properties of this state selector for the two extremes 
oi the velocity range investigated. 
figure 3.5 gives the results for a deflection pro­
file at two different values for the exciting current 
in the deflection magnets (15 Α-curve A,25 Α-curve B ) . 
The increasing asymmetry of the profile for increasing 
current (curve B) is visible which is due to the non­
uniform gradient.The decrease in signal at the left part 
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FIGURE 3.5 Two deflection profiles (normalized to unity) 
for different currents in the deflection ma{¿Tiets .Curve 
A ( B ) is obtained íor a current of 15(25) Amperes.The in-
creasing asyiiunetry and distortion for high currents is 
clearly visible. 
of the curve is due to the already mentioned blocking 
of the beam.If the deflected distance is plotted against 
the current of the magnets it shows a linear relation up 
to 20-25 A at which the iron yoke saturates. 
For the actual experiment one can use either the sig-
nal of the flop-in with its twofold signal gain or the 
outer flop-out«The central peak gives difficulties be-
cause incomplete decoupling between nuclear and rota-
tional angular momenta occurs for the involved H_ states 
and the noise increases because of the large background. 
Furthermore there are problems associated with ambigu-
ous signals at certain transition frequencies. 
The intrinsic linewidth of the 'spectrometer* is 
given in Table 3.^» too.This value is much smaller than the 
typical frequency difference between two transitions of 
about 10 kHz.So unique identifications can be made of 
the signals corresponding to certain transitions,espe-
cially because at certain collimator slit positions only 
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molecules with certain m Tm values can appear· 
ι J 
The magnitude of the field causing the transition is 
not exactly known because the coil has an elliptical 
cross section and a large number of turns (about 200); 
it matches the output of the RF power amplifier (home 
built,output about 10 Watts at 750 kHz).The total system 
resonates at about 800 kHzjthe width of this resonance 
is '¿00 kHz and thus the maximum power is available in a 
small bandwidth only.The value of the field is estimated 
to be about 2 G.A calculation of the field required to 
give maximum transition probability gives a field of 2 G, 
too. 
The value of the Bloch-Siegert shift was calculated 
to be negligible in this setup.Vhen operating, care was 
taken to work at the maximum of the transition probabil-
ity,this has the advantage that the velocity and RF field 
strength do not affect this probability in first order. 
A setup with a double coil within the C-field was tes-
ted, too.This setup gives a larger resolution (RAM56) but 
the spectra contain additional structure known as a 
'Ramsey pattern'.Because of the difficulties connected 
with the interpretation of these spectra preference was 
given to the setup using one single coil. 
Concluding one can say that the combination of de-
flection and RF-transitions gives a stable method of 
state selecting for a scattering experiment like this. 
The applications go probable not beyond hydrogen-like 
molecules like HD and D (and possibly 0 ?) because the 
values of the nuclear magnetic moments of other dia-
tomic molecules are smaller and their masses are 
larger.These two 1 actors together result in a serious 
decrease in deflection and make the use of these mole-
cules in experiments like this difficult. 
S** 
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3 . 3. li EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
Without an absolute density measurement of the scat­
tering gas we can only determine relative values for the 
cross sections of U in 'two selected rotational sub-
states. This section deals with the method to extract the 
relative 'asymmetry' from the raw data obtained in the 
course of the'experiment. 
The results presented in Chapter 4 are obtained with 
two different experimental setups, 
1) the older one,using a constant orientation field at 
the scattering chamber and switching between two 
different states of Н„(І,ш
т
=1,1 with .Т.ш^І.І or 
J,mTa1 ,0 
2) the setup using the magnetic fields of variable di­
rection (Sect.3«1«M and measuring on essentially 
one selected state of Η . 
Adopting the notation of Sect.2.4.1 we define the ac­
tually measured quantity,the asymmetry A,through 





In case i) the magnetic field is oriented perpendicu­
lar to the beam axisfin case z) this direction varies,so 
that one has to ppply the transformation of the states 
obtained in Eq.2.2.10 for a change of the reference axis. 
In the following we will only consider experiments 
done with the second setup because the major part of the 
experimental data has been obtained this way. 




tained with an angle ß=0 between the relative velocity 
and some externally applied reference axis to the cross 
section ajm (β) in the case the angle β is not equal to 
J 
zero.This relation is,written somewhat differently, 
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σ ( ß ) = г d J ( В ) 2 σ 
-
J m J · mT m J m J · J m J 
ΙΓ we d e f i n e now o íinda'' a s 
m J m J 
σ
Χ
 = σ. ( 9 0 ° ) 
m J l m J 
Jl = σ, (0°) 
"J ""J 
the f o l l o w i n g r e l a t i o n i s found 
¡ • l i ι 4 
«0 = "Y ( 3 . 3 . 1 ) 
using the d J (ß) tables of EDM60. 
mJ mJ· 
V/e can thus obtain a value for the asymmetry A by mea-
suring о and о ' as the above relation shows, 
о о 
Jl л 
A = ^ - - 1 - ^ - - 1 (3.3.2) 
о 1 
To extract the asymmetry we measured six different beam 
intensities I ,see Table 3·5· 
The various intensities X were digitized,punched onto 
papertape and fed into a computer for a fully automated 
analysis.Two different cycles were adapted (the second 
shown in the parentheses) to compensate for possible sys­
tematic errors due to the switching inaccuracies during 
a measuring cycle. 
From these data the following quantities were formed: 
I_=I -I estate selected signal with orien­
tation 1 
I
rt=I_-Ir ;state selected signal with orien-
-' tation 2 
1 = 1 -I, ¡scattered state selected signal 
У 5
 with orientation 2 
I-JQ3!/:-!.. {scattered state selected signal 




















































ASYMMETRY MEASURING SCHEME 
¡attenuation orientation 1 






λ2) - A + 1 
The last line follows from exponential dependence of 
the attenuation on the cross section.Every measuring cycle 
thus delivers a quantity A;an averaging procedure has to 
be applied to obtain an average value for A and its final 
error.Because of the non-linear relationship between mea­
sured signals and the desired quantities one has to adopt 
a somewhat complicated data weighting procedure¡because 
large deviations are present in the data the various for-
mulas to calculate averages and errors cannot be linear-
ized.Details of this procedure are described in MOE69; 
the results for the expression for the final average A 
are. 
Σ w A i Vi i 
г
 w i i 
( 3 . 3 . 2 ) 
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I 2 
and í o r the r e s u l t i n g error 
Af =
 І f 1
 (3.3.3) 
l ю 2 
in which the weights w, are given by 
I
n , i - l " 2 ( I 1 1 t i ) ^ I 1 2 ^ 2 t i -
l n 2 ( I 1 2 > i ) -











 = |i. .-i. I if s T > _\i 
D D 
j.i 2 j,i 2 
D. : standard deviation of I. . 
.
XJ J'1 
I . :mean value for I . . 
J J.i 
The weighted average can be calculated in two ways,first­
ly with I. calculated over the set of all measurements 
J 
on a tape or secondly with I , determined over a small set 
J 
(io) of consecutive measurements.The second possibility 
opens a way to correct for inevitable drift connected 
with such a lon^-tiine measurement. 
I. e have checked that data of good quality (that is to 
say with a Gaussian aistribution) give the same average 
and error with both procedures.In the course of the cal­
culation of the average a related quantity can be obtain­
ed, the well known 'chi-square' defined by 
X 2 = E w.ÍA-A^ 2 (3.3.4) 
i 
The expectation value for this quantity is always posi-
tive and for large samples equal to N-1,with N= total 
number of measurements.Its value compared to N gives an 
50 
inaication of the 'quality' of the measure..lent ; if the val-
ue for chi-square is lar^e compared to X-1 the error ob-
tained is too optimistic,if the value is smaller tne er-
ror is too large. 
jt.4 CORRECTIONS 
The corrections to be applied to the experimental re-
sults which ve have consiaerea,are 
a) the correction for tne finite angular resolving pow-
er oí tne apparatus ; 
b) tue iniluence of tne velocity distribution of the 
target faas; 
c) the influence of the velocity distribution oí the 
primary beam molecules ; 
d) tiie ini luence oi the iact that tue selecteu II 
states are not 100 9& pure. 
The relation between all corrections is most clearly de-
picted ii we write down the formula for tne scattered in-









· 51Γ— (3.U.1) 
det 
tnis gives tne measured intensity at the detector i or one 
acattereu state,while the unscatterea intensity is given 
by 
I = ƒ dv,.f.(v.)! 
о * ν 1 1 ч 1 ' о 
with, 
I : attenuated beam intensity; 
ν ,f (v-):primary beam velocity respectively velocity dis­
tribution; 
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χ : distance measured along the primary beam 
direction; 
n(x) : density of target gas along x; 
v 2 lf 2(v_), : target gas velocity resp. velocity distri­
bution; 
-• * •¥ 
v , :relative velocity,v,-v~; 
re J. 1 2 Ω 
det 
dO 
: solid angle subtented by the detector; 
:differential cross section in laboratory 
->• 
system dependent on the angle between ν
 n 
_». rei 
and В ; 
В :magnetic field in the scattering region 
(its direction determines the quantization 
axis). 
It is clear that the points a) to c) are incorporated 
in the integrations while point d) is implicitly contained 
in do/d Ω.Obviously,this expression is far too complicated 
to handle,so one has to resort to several approximations. 
The approximations are»firstly,an analytic expression 
for do/dΩ (cf. Eq.2.2.?)»derived in the semi-classical 
approximation (HELO** , B U S 6 6 , B E R 6 6 ,ST072) .Secondly, the in­
tegration over ν is done (cf. BER62) assuming a MB-dis-
tribution for the target molecules in the scattering box 
(see Appendix 2).Thirdly,some effective scattering length 
1 is introduced to evaluate ƒ dx.n(x)... ;this integral 
then reduces to n.1.Furtheron,the integration over the 
primary beam velocities is neglected because of the small 
velocity spread.At last it is assumed that the correc­
tions are separated so that the total correction is a 
product of the different corrections,calculated separate­
ly.The total correction,C,is a factor with which the 
'real asymmetry' A has to be multiplied to obtain the ex-
Derimental value A following the relation A =C.A . 
* exp exp 
The correction for the asymmetry is essentially the 
ratio of two corrections of which one is the difference 
of two such corrections .The r.esult for this can be quite 
different compareα to the size of the correction for a 
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simple attenuation as vas already shown by Stolte (STO72). 
Let us now calculate the effect of the different correc­
tions one by one. 
The influence of the angular resolving power has up 
to now only been calculated in the semi—classical approx­
imation.The form of this correction for this type of ex­
periment has been calculated by Stolte (STO72) and is 





CY= Juli 1^ .0.06646.k1 .to (v^ }l/2fcY 
with k. wave number in lab system,о (v., ) total isotropic 
cross section at relative velocity ν and Y a geometric 
(dimension!ess) factor (BUS66),in our case Y is calcu-
lated to be 1.33x10 .The correction С amounts for the 
system Ы -He(Where the effect of the angular resolution 
is most pronounced,to .9997. 
It is possible that the real correction is somewhat 
diflerent because of the following two facts¡firstly the 
angular dependence as found by Kuppermann e_t al (КЦРУЗ) 
for systems like H -0 is different from the dependence 
as assumed in the semi-classical approximation and the 
results obtained by this approximation must be corrected; 
secondly the effect of the glory phenomenon is not con­
tained in this approximation (cf. HEL6tí).But clearly a 
change of an order of magnitude would be allowed in the 
correction before the correction assumes the size of the 
experimental error. 
The correction due to velocity averaging in both pri-
mary beam and target gas has been evaluated numerically 
(MOE73).The results are merely given here (see Appendix 2). 
Using the results of Appendix 2 the averaged asymmetry 
has been calculated numerically for the case with the 
worst kinematics of the rare gasestH -Ar at I26O m/sec H 
velocity.The effect was calculated at three levels of ac-
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curacy.No averaging over the secondary velocity distribu­
tion was done but as the relative velocity the value of 
the most probable one was taken (1280 m/sec); secondly 
the H beam was taken to be monochromatic and the aver­
aging over the target velocities was performed,correction 
factor С =. 95.-Thirdly both averagings were performed, cor­
rection factor С =.94.Here,a Lj(l2,6) potential and a 
value of .098 for q 0 , (VIC70) and .23 for q 0 ._ were 
*~, o ¿, ι ¿, 
used.It is clear that in this case the efiect of the ve-
locity distributions is within our present experimental 
error (abuut 20 > at these low velocities) so this cor-
rection can be neglecteu,too. 
At higher velocities and heavier partners this correc-
tion becomes less iiiiportant because of the more favourable 
Kinematics.Of course the value oí the correction is de-
pendent on the uerivative oi both σ and σ, with re-
о 1 
speet to the relative velocity;if these values are small 
in the velocity ran¿,e of interest the resulting correc-
tion will be minimal.On the other hand a strong dependence 
on the relative velocity (a resonance lor instance) will 
j^ ive rise to a lar&e correction; the first case occurs in 
the neighbourhood of a glory maximum the second can occur 
in the nei^nbourliood oí a 'zero crossing' of Δσ (Sect.2.4). 
The influence that the selected state of H is not 
100 '¡о pure is already discussed in Section 3.1·^ and is 
explicitly calculated in Appendix 1.The result can be re­
stated аь follows.The magnetic field strength in the 
scattering region is high enough to ensure that both 
states used in the experiments (state К or L,see Appen­
dix l) are at least 99.5 "fa pure.If one calculates the re­
sult oí this small impurity on the asymmetry the multi-
plicative correction for A is of the order l-^· *
 OQ*. 
and can be ignored. 
Concluding one can say that with the present experi-
mental error it is not necessary to correct for any of 
the mentioned causes.If,however,the primary velocity is 
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lowered or the target gas velocity spread becomes larger 
one has to reconsider these conclusions. 
3.5 EXPERIMENTAL PbRtORMANCE 
The typical experiment was performed with the machine 
in the flop-out configuration (cf. Sect.3.1.l) using 
state К (with the variable-direction magnetic field).The 
signal to noise ratio (l second time constant) of the full 
beam amounted to about 5° at the lower velocities and to 
more than TOO at the high end of the velocity range in­
vestigated. The machine was operated in a fully automa­
tized way and ran continuously limited only by the vol­
ume of the liquid nitrogen storage vessels (9-12 hours 
depending on the temperature adjusted).The controlling of 
the measuring cycle (Table J.5) was done using a punched 
card steering unit (manuf.Tesch). 
The average length of a measurement,the result of 
\«hich is punched on papertape consists of about 250 de­
terminations of A obtained with the scheme discussed in 
beet.J.3·1.The data are first handled by a computerpro-
graiii which discards unphysical data due to pressure bursts 
etc.Al ter that the data are examined to verify that all 
measurements lie within three standard deviations from 
the mean;all data outbide this range are discarded and 
the process is repeated until a consistent set is ob­
tained.The data rejected in this way amount usually to 
not more than 5 /*> of the total number.After this proce­
dure the data are presented to the program that calcu­
lates the resulting asymmetry A with the weighting proce­
dure described m Sect.3.3·!· 
The number presented as 'tape' is always the asym­
metry obtained with the weighting procedure;(we average 
over a small number (10) of consecutive data) the so 
called 'drift compensated asymmetry' .The error obtained 
in this way depends of course on the signal to noise ra-
63 
tio of the primary beam and varied from .0015 at the lov-
velocities to .0008 at the other end. 
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CHAPTER 4 liXPEKIMEfrTAL RESULTS 
4 . 1 GENERAL 
Th.e experimental results are presented in the order 
Α Γ , Κ Γ , Χ Θ , Ν ,C0 .For each partner the various individual 
déterminations ('tapes') at a particular relative veloci-
ty are given together with the computed mean value and 
final error.The computation of the mean and the associ-
ated error follows the lines outlined in Section D.3,in 
particular Eq.3.3.2 and 3.3.3.The weights are in this 
case given by the inverse square of the experimental er-
ror. If,however,the individual numbers and errors are the 
same,the resulting error will be zero.To avoid this pos-
sibility i or the final error the procedure was modified. 
As the error in the mean was taken the maximum of two 
numbers,one determined by the weighting procedure,the 
other by taking the square root of the sum of inverse 
weights divided by the number of measurements.In this way 
a correct behaviour of the error (decrasing proportional 
to the square root of the number of determinations) is 
obtained;the stated error is thus always un upper bound. 
The velocities given at the tables are the most prob-
able relative velocities as they are discussed in Section 
3.4.A11 results are graphically displayed in Fig.S'Ii to-
gether with the theoretical fits derived in Chapter 5· 
From the results it is obvious that the measured ef-
fect depends on the scattering partner and is different 
at different velocities for different partners.This 
clearly excludes the possibility that the measured 
asymmetry is merely a systematic efiect introduced through 
some peculiarity of the apparatus.To further exclude this 
possibility various test runs (null effect etc.) have 
been produced which in all cases strengthened our confi-
dence in the a ssumption that no measurable systematic 
errors are present, 
65 
The individual errors decrease usually going from low 
to high velocities due to the better signal to noise ra­
tio at high velocities ; the resulting error,however, 
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TABLE 4.2 5 
CHAPTER Ч DlbCUbSION OF RESULTS 
HANDLING OF RARE GAS DATA 
The experimental results presented in Chapter k have 
been interpreted in the framework of DWA.The intention 
was to use the values for ε and R obtained by Helbing et 
m
 D 
al ( H E L 6 8 ) and to obtain a best fit to the data by varia­
tion of tue parameters q ,- and q .But as the work was 
<¿ f O ¿ у 1 ¿ 
progressing it became clear that with different (smaller) 
values for e and R the fit could be greatly improved. 
Thus procedures were adopted to vary all the potential 
parameters. 
The iit criterion was to minimize a least squares sum 
b respect to a certain set of parameters,S being defined 
through 
A A 2 
S = Σ ( i.exp-^i.calc) (5.I.1) 
i d. 
with 




d experimental uncertainty in A, ! r
 ' ifexp 
A. , : asymmetry at velocity v. obtained from DVrA cal-
i,calc J J 1 
culations with a particular set of parameters e 
• Ν ι q.* ί and q„ .„ using the relation (cf. Eq. 
m ¿,b «Ì, 1 2 D 
2. k.1), 
-
 ( q2.6°6 ( vi ) + q2.12q I z K ^ 
А ±
'
с а 1 с = 5 ( v i ) + 3 ( q 2 , b a 6 { vi ) + q2,12 « і г ^ і ^ 






·Δ fi* has been performed in three ways, ¿ ψ 1 ¿ 
i) Taking the DWA results for a, and σ »putting q„ s=J 
and minimizing Ь with respect to the other three pa­
rameters .This choice was based on the work of VIC70 
which resulted in a value of . 1 (+ 10 ?é)for q2 g at 
75 
large distances for the H^-rare gas systems.It was 
derived using a combination of long range pertur-
bation theory and experimental results for oscil-
lator strengths. 
¿) The same procedure as under l) but now taking 
q,, t = «2 .This choice was based on our results for ¿ , о 
CO (see bection 5·3) and on the NO-measurements 
of btolte .et al ( ЪТ07і!, ST072a) , too .Stolte ί ound 
tiiat at the distances sensed by our experiment the 
value oí q
 l was roughly a factor 1.5 larger than 
the abymptotic limit obtained from long ran^e per-
turbation theories (>!ARb9,VICJO) or values derived 
Ironi polanzability measurements (Blilbb). 
j) Again аь l) and ü) but allowing q^ , to vary,too. 
·- f b 
This wab tried to tebt wether an absolute best lit 
with regard to all parajiieters vas possible .Usually 
the ішрі oveiuent in the quality of lit was not sig-
m i leant. 
In the bbA calculations we used initially the ε and R 
ш 
values obtained by Helbin^ e_t til but it soon turned out 
that these values could not predict our experimental 
l luuingti .To give an example conbider Η -Xe .The calcula­
tions oi section 2.4.2 result in a velocity ν at which 
tiie repulsive brauch oi the potential does not take part 
in the anisotropy e1iects;for this system ν is about 
17 uu ju/sec. Using the ьеші-clnssical relation 5>3J of 
„-TU f 2 (which lias been verified to hold for our H^-rare 




) - - - ^ . 4 < i i b (5.1.2) 
This shows that, using a value .1 Í or q, the value A ( V O ) 
should be -.00b.In reality larger values for q_ , are 
expected which give still larger negative values for A. 
The experimental results»however,show a positive asym-
metry at this velocity and even at the lowest velocity 
76 
investigated (l270 ui/sec) the asymmetry still does not 
assume such lar^e negative values.Because the velocity 
ν Is connected to the product e.R (see e.g. Lq.2.4.j) 
о ш 
we were forced to change this product in order to obtain 
a fit in which the anisotropy parameters have a sign in 
accordance with рпуысаі expectation.The velocity scale 
was bhilted to lower velocities by the following proce­
dure.Ve multiplied ε and R by the saine number f 6'= / χ . 
m ' 
K'sR /χ to obtain c'R's R .X with X<l)jDnly the number X 
ш ш m ш 
was v a n e a initially until a satisfying fit was obtained. 
Aiterwards,ε' and R' values in the 'neighbourhood' of 
ш 
this optiuiuiii set were tried, too.The final fit was the 
best one with regard to an independent variation of ε 
and 1. . 
ш 
The vuole procedure outlineu above was uone manually; 
the variations in the parameters during procedure 1) and 
2) could be made much smaller compared to 3) because of 
the reducea decrees of freedom.This limited the 'resol­
ving power' of procedure 3)»reflected in the somewhat 
higher S-values obtained in this v»ay. 
0.1.2 aUNnAHY OF KAKb GAb REbULTb 
The first three entries in table 5·1 show the out­
come of the above discussed fit procedure for the rare 
gases. 
5. .2.1 H¿-Ar 
The best fit for this system has been obtained for 
the value q =.1 although otner values for this para-2 , о 
meter result in a fit of comparable quality.The maximum 
ueviation of ε.Η is -1J # coiupareu to Helbing's value 
ш 
which is certainly outsiue their stated error limits 
(roughly 5 /a for all partners) .The fact that large values 
for q (.lb , .20) yield a good fit indicates that 
2,0 
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In tue table are given in tlie first 5 columns the po­
tential parameters as determined in tins investiga­
tion.Tiie column vitli heading ' S ' gives the least 
bquares ьиш obtaineu xn the ixt.The next column gives 
the deviation oí the product с.В
ш
 compared to the values 
obtained by Helbin^ e_t аЛ (HEL6b).The last three columns 
¿.ive the anisotropic potential parameters obtained using 
the relations of ¡section 2.«2. 
The table contains some entries for a comparison of the 
values reported witn other déterminât ions, 
1) values obtaineu by Helbing ¿_t ¿1 (HELótí), 
2) values obtained by LePoy (LER73), 
3) values obtained by Butz e_t al (ВЪТуі). 
TABLE 5 . 1 
KESULTia FOR THE PARAMETERS OF THE INTERMOLECULAR 
POTENTIAL OF H AMD THE INVESTIGATED PARTNERS 
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this bybteni could be much more amsotropxc than hither­
to assumed (REU69,kUP73,C0G7J).The anisotropie potential 
parameter ε remains rather uncertain,varying about a 
iactor oi tvvo i or fits oí comparable quality.The ratio 
q^ , 10/Ч0
 h .however, can be aetermined within much nar­
rower lii.iits ; the best value q 1 р/Чо h = ^ · ^ 0 *~в ^ o u n c l · 
5.1 .Z.¿ Η -hr 
This system is with reagrd to the best fit values for 
similar to Ar.The derived parameters e and R are 
a m, a 
much the ьаше as iound for Ar using procedures l) and 2 ) . 
Only the values obtained from the 'overall' fit differ 
appreciably. 
The value for ε. К is -'¿0 % off compared to the value 
m 
Uelbiny found.}or q ір/Чо
 h
 o n e
 iinds an optimum value 
¿. yu while tue sanie remarks apply here as í or 11 -Ar con-
cerning the insiemi leant uifferences in the ь-values 
found in the various fits. 
5. 1 .2.3 H -Xe 
The value of S for the fits obtained for this system 
are roughly a factor 2 larger compared to the other two 
rare gas partners.In our opinion this is due to the ex­
perimental point at I55O m/s being a little off.If one 
leaves out this point and performs the fits the value 
for á drops to a normal value (ч<8).Тііе results for the 
fit parameters compared to a 5-point fit are not affec-
tedjfor this reason the 5-point values are given in the 
table. 
The result shows that the amsotropy parameters are 
perhaps somewhat smaller than those obtainea in the two 
other rare tas systems.The ε and R values are similar 
*" a m, a 
to those of Η -Kr.This indicates that,aside from the 















I Hj _ COj 
н 2 _ с о 2 
l· XGUHE 5 « 1 Experimental asymmetry results for Η and the 
various bcattering partners as a function of the relative 
velocity v.The points given are the mean values,the error 
bars i,ive the averaged experimental uncertainty .The dash-
(dottea) lines labeled A,B,C are fits obtained with the 
parameters shown in the box at left,with the exception 
of CO .For this system the least squares fit to a constant 
asymmetry value is given. 
tíO 
the size oí the molecule,the anisotropic potential is not 
seriously afíected ^oing from Кг to Xe. 
To obtain a good lit we had to use ε Η values ¿¡2 $ 
ID 
smaller compared to Helbing's result.For q
 10/q0 t an 
optimum value of 2.ÖÜ was found. 
5.1.2.4 ERRORS 
As is usual with a least squares fit these methods 
do not lend themselves to a good definition or calcula-
tion of an error. 
Vie llave estimated the error in the final result re-
lating it to the error in the input data by varying the 
values for A. within their uncertainties and deter-
x.exp 
mining the corresponding variation oí q ,,q ,ε
 a
nd 
^ f О ¿. | \ ¿ 
R .Kith this procedure we estimate the error in the 
ID 
ratio q
 10/q.j А * 0 b e less than 5 % for all investi-
bated rare ¿as partners. 
5.1.3 DISCUSSION Ol· RARE GAS RKbULTb 
ïor a comparison with other experiments we have two 
dilferent sources of data available,the isotropic poten-
tial parameters obtained by Helbing e_t al (HELOS) and 
potentials for the Η -rare gas systems recently derived 
by LeRoy (LER73).The table contains entries to list the 
numbers of Helbing and LeRoy converted to the same ίorm 
in which our results are presented.The Η -Xe potential 
of LeRoy is a Lj(llj,b) potential ;no attempt has been 
made to convert it to an equivalent Lj(l2,b) potential. 
The first striking difference between our results and 
the other's is that we find a value for e.R consistent-
m 
ly smaller.It is 20 'ji smaller than Helbing's data and 
even 30 ¡£ smaller than LeRoy* s for all partners.The rea-
son we need such low values is not clear.There are two 
points which cast some douot on the Helbing fit.The semi-
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classical approximation Helbing used to obtain the an­
gular resolution correction is not correct at low ener­
gies because of the distinct quantum nature of these 
systems,see KUP73.At higher energies where one enters 
the transition regime Helbing's semi-classical approx­
imation is still less valid,because only an attractive 
potential is considered.In addition at higher veloci­
ties (>2500 m/s) it is well possible that the potential 
being anisotropic can give rise to rotational (de-)ex-
citation whicii is neglected in Helbing's treatment .This 
niit.nt result in an elfective potential ('optical' poten­
tial) diflermg from the true isotropic potential. 
The exact way in whicn LeRoy hab obtained his results 
we uo not know and are thus not in a position to comment 
ou it . 
A second,related,problem is posed by the difference 
in the R values found in the various experiments.Hel-
m ^ 
b i n g ' s v a l u e s s h o u l d be used c a u t i o u s l y b e c a u s e h i s d a t a 
a r e n o t s e n s i t i v e t o e i t h e r ε o r R .The f a c t t h a t 
m 
LeHoy finds larger values for R is supported by the 
measureiiients of Kuppermann (KUP73, C0G7J) on comparable 
bystems using differential cross section determinations. 
As it is clear from the table the values for e differ, 
too.Although our experiment is not sensitive to either 
ε or R v»e had to assign numeric values to these two 
m 
parameters to do the calculations.If one uses for the 
isotropic cross section σ our best fit values the abso­
lute value for σ is largely changed;a decrease in cross 
section of 25 lo is found e.g. for Η -Ar at 1500 m/s. 
The overall behavior is the saune while the glory maxi­
mum is shifted to lower velocities (Equation 2.^.3).The 
values obtained by LeRoy yield a 10 Jo larger cross sec­
tion while the glory maximum is shifted to higher velo­
cities . 
A possible reason for thé different c.R values can be r
 m 
formed by the fact that the potential model used is too 
Ъ2 
simple to describe the total collision cross section 
(HELótO.the differential cross section (KUP73,COG73) and 
the spectra of H -rare gas complexes (LER73) and the an-
isotropy of the total collision cross section (this work). 
We believe that at least one extra paratn«- is neec •• η 
the IP which allows variation of the curvature с 
well once its position R and minimum ε are fixed. 
r
 m 
Vie have refrained from such an analysis because n^ 
enough independent experimental results were available, 
until very recently. 
With such a more refined model exact cal-culations 
should be done including the angular dependence.Close 
coupling methods should be used taking into account open 
channels and the relevant closed ones (JOH66,SAM69tREU69ι 
ALD7l).In this way it is perhaps possible to remove the 
discrepancy concerning the e-R values in studying the 
ellects of an anisotropic potential on the isotropic 
cross section. 
Dy extending our measurements to lower and higher ve­
locities we could provide more experimental information to 
further clarify the situation. 
An exact measurement of the isotropic cross section at 
low velocities,possibly its absolute value,could yield 




Concluding we find that the rare gases in the inves­
tigation we have done and in the intermolecular range 
we have sensed show a potential with a rather anisotrop­
ic repulsive branch.The anisotropic potential V (R) does 
not differ much in absolute size for the different sys­
tems.The trend found is a small decrease in the ratio 
q 2 -ір/ч? 6 S
o l n S from Ar to Kr and Xe. 
We are aware of the many problems that still need to 
be resolved,especially those connected with the absolute 
size of the potential parameters,but in any case within 
the model chosen by us,with its inherent limitations,we 
have been able to assign a first value to the hitherto 
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unknown aiiisotropy parameters q. g and q . describing 
the region around the potential minimum. 
b.Z NUMMARY OF Η -Ν RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The interpretation of the results for this systemfif 
uone conectly,is much more difficult than for the rare 
¿.ases because of the possibility of rotationally (de)ex-
citing the partner even at low relative velocity.The 
calculations needed in such an interpretation were not 
attemptea but the interpretation was done assuming N 
as a spherically symmetric molecule.This was supported 
by a 1 ew iacts;Butz _е£ al had no problems fitting an 
isotiopic potential to his data (in contrast to CO ) and 
there has been no evidence of glory-quenching for the 
system JJp-N (AQU71). 
From tne calculation of Section 2.4 it is clear that 
tiie value ν for this system is the lowest of all inves-
o 
tigated Η partners;in the investigated velocity region 
tne curves for σ, and σ (and thus Δσ) have a very 
broau and flat maximum.Thus the amount of information 
urebonted here is small;we cannot say wether the сR 
m 
value has to be changed because a shift does not give an 
appreciable change due to the flatness of the curves. 
l· urtlieron, because the behavior of a¿ and σ is similar 
о 1 ¿ 
\ve can only obtain a value for the ratio q,, „„/q., ¿.no 
' ^2,12'^2,6' 
absolute values can be acquxred. 
In Table 5·1 the result for this system is shownttoo; 
as already said the behavior is relatively well predicted 
by thee
 anci R values of BUT? 1.The potential is slightly 
m 
more anisotropic than for the H -rare gas systems.Be-
fore conclusions are drawn,however,a theoretical inves-
tigation of the influence of the rotation is needed to 
ascertain wether the simple DWA can be applied to these 
systems. 
Concluding,we can say that this molecule does provide 
information on q л-./ч.·} с. which is rather independent on 
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e.R and therefor reliable. 
m 
5.3 SUMMARY OF H„-CO„ AND DISCUSSION 
-¿_-l 2 2 
As the results of the measurements show,CO behaves 
quite differently compared to all other systems.lt dis-
plays a large negative effect which seems to stay con-
stant over the velocity range;as an average is found 
A= -.122.The interpretation as aone for the other four 
partners fails here because the theory predicts a nega-
tive value for the asymmetry up to about 1700 m/s (see 
Section 2.^).For higher velocxties a zero crossing should 
occur.Our experience with trie rare gases learns that this 
velocity must be considered as un upper limit¡but no in-
dication is found in the experimental data for a varying 
magnitude of the asymmetry. 
The reason for this different behavior is sought in 
the fact that CO behaves highly inelastic in collisions 
(BEC70) uue to the closely spaced rotational levels and 
the large anisotropy of the CO molecule indicated by the 
large asymptotic value for q of .266 (HIR65,BRI66) . 
2 t Ь 
This assumption was further strengthened by the prob­
lems Butz e_t al encountered fitting their data for CO 
to a pure isotropic potential (BUT71) and the fact that 
Stolte £t al could not detect any anisotropic glories 
for the NO-CO system (STO72,ST072a),too. 
The information that remains in the measurements is 
obtained from large impact parameters,the non-glory con­
tribution (cf. Section 2.3).The asymmetry can,thus,pro­
vide an absolute value for the long range value of q , 
(ST072). 
With these assumptions and using the semi-classical 
relation 5.33 of STO72 we obtain a value for q g of 
.20 + 5 #. 
Thus,in this experiment we can get neither information 
on the isotropic potential parameters ε and R nor about 
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the short ranye anibotropy parameter q because the 
glory efiect,responsible for this information,is absent. 
The only number we can extract is a value for the long 
range parameter q of the H molecule as in first 
order theory the properties of the partner drop out. 
The value we lind, .20 ,indicates that the long range 
amsotropy is about a lactor 2 larger than hitherto as-
buined.at the distances our experiment is sensitive to 
(aoout 8 A).'lhis result confirms the findings of Stolte 
with regard to CO ;he measured a q, r value 1.5 times 
larger than the asymptotic value. 
j.4 EPILOGUE 
Ihe main result of this thesis is contained in Fig-
e.ure 5.1 «The asymmetry A is measured at several veloci­
ties with relatively small errors ; the uncertainty in A 
amounts to roughly 5 fa ι the uncertainty in the velocity 
scale is also 5 ^о.ліі future efforts to generate aniso­
tropic potentials for these systems have to be in agree­
ment with our results. 
i)Oine modest effort in this direction is displayed in 
this thesis,too.The used potential model (LJ(12,6),see 
bection 2.l) is very poor;it contains two parameters for 
the isotropic part and two extra parameters for the an­
isotropic part.Our results are especially sensitive to 
the region around the potential minimum;the LJ-potential 
does not possess any flexibility there for a fixed mini­
mum position and minimum depth.Too little is known at the 
moment to justify the use of more refined,multipararneter 
potential models.'Tomorrow ' this situation can be changed 
аь it has already for the system Η -He,see SHA73· 
Viithin the poor model,we were forced to use aston­
ishingly small ε.Η values to reproduce our measure­
ments; the Helbing results (HEL6b) do not allow a fit 




a ratio rather insensitive to small variations of the 
product c.R .In Section 2.1 a connection is established 
m 
between this ratio and the relative position of the 
'anisotropic minimum1. 
The investigated molecular partners (N and CO ) 
shoved an extremely different behavior;the N results 
were very similar to the rare gases;CO did not possess 
any glory features indicating a strongly inelastic and 
'unnoble' behavior. 
Future possibilities are promising;the refined H -He 
of SHA73 will be tested;the velocity range will be ex-
tended for the H -rare gas systems so that more refined 
potentials can be used here,too.Other molecular part-
ners of noble (0 ,CH, ) and 'unnoble' (CS^CCl^) type 
will be investigated. 
As of real progress we dream of differential cross 
section measurements for oriented molecules ; these types 
of experiments contain information about the IP over a 
large range of intennolecular distances. 
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АРРКЬЪІЛ 1 PROPERTIED OF H IN A MAGNETIC FIELD 
Luring tne calculations we used the HamiltoniaJi as 
ь
і еіі by Ramsey (RAM5b).In his original paper (RAM52) 
the secular equation with hf's sind magnetic interactions 
vas solved in an approximative way.Vie have calculated in 
tiie ш-,in representation energies and the probability am­
plitude values f or the H states as a function of the 
magnetic field otrength.The transition frequencies of 
interest to us vere already shown in a previous paper 
(>lOL7Uj and will not be given here. 
The results of tiiese calculations are shown in Table 
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l) lJesiÈ,nation of the H states is done in 
Ramsey's notation,the values for (mT,m.) 
for tue states are given below 
state ( " J f "l j ) 
A / L ( - 1 , - 1 ) / ( 1 , 1 ) 




( - 1 , 1 ) 
( 0 , 0 ) 
( 1 , - 1 . ) 
TABLE A L I 
PkOjüAulLlTY A.'ü-LlTLLE Ol· ASYMPTOTIC àTATES AT INTERMEDI-
ATE MAGNETIC FIELDS 
ob 
see in the table the probability to find a H molecule 
in its asymptotic state is larger than .9950 for the 
two states exclusively used in the experiment (L and K) 
at fields in excess of 100 Gauss.The fields needed to 
reach the saine purity in other states (C,G and E) have 
to be at least 600 Gauss.Because these fields are hard 
to produce without an iron yoke it makes these states 
less suitable for the ocatterint experiments described 
in this thesis. 
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APrbt>bIA 2 INFLUENCE OF THE VELOCITY DISTRIBUTIONS 
ON THE MEASUREMENTS OF THE ASYMMETRY 
In this appendix tlie formula needed ю г the correc­
tions ciue to the velocity distribution of the target gas 
will be derived.The influence of the velocity distribu­
tion of the beam molecules will be discussed. 
Assuming no corrections are needed for the angular 
resolution or the density distribution in the scattering 
box Eouation 3.4.1 can be reduced to 
1=/ V idv 1 f ^ v ^ . I ^ e x p C - n l . ^ d ^ ^ i f ^ ^ ) . o ( v r e l f S ) ) 
(A2.1) 
in which the symbols have been used according to their 
/ •* '•л definition in bection 3.4.To evaluate σ(ν jjBJjthe value 
for the cross section as a function of the direction and 





netic iield В (the externally applied orientation field), 
we resort to Eq.2.2.10.This relation yields 
σ(ν ,,Β) = σ (ν
 1)+ûosin2S =σ (ν .J-Aocos^ ( Α 2 . 2 ) ν
 rel' ' ο ν rel' 1 rel 
in which Δσ is used as defined in Section 2.4.1.Cases 
considered are 1) the magnetic field perpendicular to the 
direction of v. and 2) the magnetic field parallel to ν . 
The two absoriated angles are distinguished by οχ(^//)· 
The experimentally determined asymmetry A can now be 
expressed as (see Eq.3.3.2) 
ln( < exp(- nl(<o > +<Äaein2 В/,>, ) )> „ ) 4
 ο ν // ν ν 
Α= — - 1 
1 η ( < е х р ( - ηΐ(<σ > -<Δσοοβ 2Β, > ) )> ) 
1 V 2 V 2 V 1 ( Α 2 . 3 ) 
w i t h . 
г е і ^ * 
< . . . > 
" 2 
< · · · >
 ν 
1 
/ Α /"^ \ r e l "• + г ( ν ;———dv . . . 
ν
 2 ¿ Λ 
a shorthand n o t a t i o n f o r /
v
 f 1 ( v 1 ) l o d v 1 . . . 
The problem t r e a t e d here i s the c a l c u l a t i o n of * . . .* 
9 0 
lor tiie quantities ° , β ,Δσ
 8ί ηΊΒ and Δσ cos в . 
We introduce the functions F(z) and H(z) which alter 
the intricate integrations over the distribution of the 
target velocities into an integration over an effective 
relative velocity ζ.The definition of F and H reads, 
F(z)= <«(v
r e l-z)> v (A2.M 
H(z)= <Даэіп2ВА(
 1-z)> (A2.5) 
re χ v„ 
Using these functions one can for instance write for the 
average of о 
« V v =/ϋζΓ(ζ) ° (ζ) 
2 
and for Δσ, 
<Aasin 0> =/dzH(z) Δσ(ζ) 
V2 
We now assume ал isotropic Maxwell-Boltzmann distribu­
tion in the scattering box, 
ш
 3 / 2 Ш
 2 
ί 2 ( ν 2 ) - i ^ j ç ) exp( - -^г) 
and take a coordinate system with the z-axis oriented 
along the ν -direction.In this system the following 
angles are defined, 
β// ι япёіе between ν . and the x-axis, // ^rel 




γ t angle between ν said the і-ахіз 
δ : angle between the projection of v« on the $--4 
plan· and the z-axis. 
In this case the following identities can be derived 
for constant v 1 and v p 
ν . 
d(cosT)= - -ESi .dv , (A2.6) 
V 1 V 2 Γ θ 
.. •_ 2 „ 









=( . ) sin reos*« (A2.8) 
rel 
The equation for F ( Z ) reduces to, 
V1 + V2 2 
Κ(ζ) = ( ^ ) ' / 2 . 2 . ƒ dv r e l^( V r e i- z)-^|à. V 2. 
2 
v1-v2 v1 
m j/2 r2;+V1 "^2 
= 21'(^П^) - J dv2.v2exp(- — ) 
z-v1 
because tiie allowed гап^е í'or the v_ inteeration with 
í ixecl ζ and v. is I v1-z I to v1+z . 
In tlie resulting expression for F(z) after integration 
over ν a üifference of two exponentials appears of 
2 
which normally the one with argument (z+v1) can be 
neglected coinpareu to the one with (z-v.) .With this 
approximation we lind 
-1/2 1/2 2 mfz-v,)2 
K*)-;1·) .(—?) .- £ r.ex P(- 2 k T 1 ) (A2.9) 
V1 
The calculation for H(z) follows the ваше linee but now 
ono ііаь to use all tho relatione A2.6-A2.8.One starts 
from 
3/2 - π г
 ν
* 
"(sMA?) 'TT J .^ Ь
 2<ГГав β1η3Ύ.Γ-2_ 
2 
ιην„ 
..xp(- - ^ f ) . «(v
r e l-z) 
'1 0 0 0 " vrel 
2 
If the integration for Δσ cos B^  is evaluated the integral 
2 
contains an extra factor cos δ.It is clear that this 
results in on extra factor 1/2 in carrying out the inte­








• 2 V /
 V
rel V1 V2 ι 
sin γ« ( 2^-^ J 
* 1 2 
5*2 
the result for H ( Z ) is 




. i " + T , d v 2 . v 2 ( .
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v;;).exp(-—) (A2.10) 2 2, ч ч .
 m v 2 , 
which can be straight!orwardly solved by trivial inte­
grations; the result which can be derived with the same 
approximation as lor Eq.A2.9 is 
ι v_ m(z-v,)'' 2V. ζ 
H
^= - 5 3 Γ · - ^ · « Ρ ( - 2
к
т )-(Ί - - T - ) 
V1 2,ш 
with v., =(2к:Т/ш) • .the most probable velocity of the 
2,m v ' ^ 
target molecules .For the ratio oí' H ( Z ) to >'(ζ) we find 
it 
ii(z)/F(z)= ^ f (^- -1) (A2.11) 
V 1 Z 2,ш 
This expression can be simplified if we suppose that 
v., / z = v„ /v, <.2 (this approximation introduces an ¿,m' 2 , in' 1 - ч ^ 
error oí less than k </о) .We find 
2 
H(z)/F(z)= ^ И (A2.12) 
z.v1 
I f we now maite use of Equation A2.12 i n the express ion 
for A (Eq.A2.3) with z=v. we o b t a i n 




 2 ( T ^ ~ ) > Í F U J c ^ ^ d z (A2.13) 
This result shows that to a very good approximation the 
averaging over the angle В gives a correction of 3 ^.The 
ΐ(ζ) averaging containing the ν
 1 dependence of the 
Δσ and <> amounts to less than 3 ^ >· 
The integration over ν can be done also;this proce­
dure has been done for our experiment »numerically .Usu­
ally the influence of this averaging is small ( < 1 'ή ) 
93 
because the primary beam molecules are nearly monochro-
uatic and have a well defined direction.Thus,the dis-




Dit proefschrift beschrjjft het resultaat van een on­
derzoek naar de anisotropie van de intermolekulaire po­
tentiaal van H 2 en diverse partners ( Α Γ , Κ Γ , Χ Θ , Ν en CO ) . 
Het onderzoek geschiedde met behulp van inolekulaire bun-
aeltechnieken;het voordeel hiervan is üat door toestands-
selektie de kwantum(¿etallen die belangrijk гцп voor de in-
te rak tie nauwkeurig bekend zyn» 
Le toestandselektie ал het waterstofraolekuul wordt 
o.m. naar de stand van de molekulaire rotatie—as 
uitgevoerd.De stand van deze as is verantwoordelyk voor 
een (gemiddelde) oriëntatie van het molekuul»Door nu deze 
oriëntatie te veranaeren kan de hoekafhankelykheid van de 
potentiaal onderzocht worden. 
In Hoofdstuk 2 wordt het gekozen,anisotrope,potenti-
aalaiodel toegelicht en de iiuplikaties van een der^elyk 
anisotroop moael op ae verstrooin^stheorie uitgewerkt. 
Uitdrukkin0en worden afiélela in de "distorted wave ap-
proxiinatie" teneinae het forraidabele probleemrom de werk-
zame doorsneoe in het ^eval van een anisotrope moleku-
laire potentiaal te berekenen»tot een bruikbare methode 
om te vormen.In aeze benadering is een simpel verband tus-
sen het gemeten effekt,het relatieve verschil in werkza-
me doorsnede voor twee molekulaire oriëntaties,en de an-
isotropieparameters gevonden.Enkele resultaten (en de nu-
merieke methode) van berekeningen geuaan in deze benadering 
worden besproken. 
In Hoofdstuk 3 wordt de experimentele opbouw van de ap-
paratuur,de methode om een waterstofbundel te produceren 
en de verstrooint.sK.aiiier besproken.Verder wordt de gebruik-
te methode van toestandsselektie uitgewerkt en de resul-
taten hiervan Ьеьргокеп.І/в uitwerking van de meetresul­
taten en de experimentele korrekties hierop worden toe­
gelicht .net blykt dat al ueze korrekties,binnen de eks-
peritnentele nauwkeurigheid verwaarloosd kunnen worden. 
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I.oofdstuü 4 geeft ae eksperimentele resultaten voor 
ue verschillenae partners in het snelheidsgebied van 
1270 - IbüO in/sec.Het eksperimentele resultaat is.zoals 
al ¿;ezetd het relatieve verschil tussen de werkzame door-
snede voor twee verschillende oriëntaties van het H mo-
lekuul. 
In Hoofastuk 5 wordt de interpretatie van deze resul-
taten uitgewerkt ,de uitkomsten hiervan worden met enkele 
beschxkbare literatuurwaardes vergeleken.Als konklusies 
kunnen drie punten ^esteld worden.Als eerste waren wy 
genoodzaakt,teneinde een bevredigende theoretische be-
schryvin^ van de meetresultaten te verkry^enjde parame-
ters voor het isotrope gedeelte van de potentiaal belang— 
гцк te verkleinen.Het optredende verschil is niet alleen 
te verklaren uit eksperimentele onnauwkeurigheden.Ten 
tweeue konaen wij by alle partners,behalve C0„
 t aan de ver­
houding korte dracht tot lange dracht anisotropie para-
uieters q ι^/ΐρ h een waarde van 2.7 (+ .3) toekennen. 
En ten aerae itonden wy, onder a an ame van inelastische pro-
cebsen,ae absolute waarde van q ¿ (de lange dracht ani-
sotropie ) voor H bepalen.Gevonden werd een waeirde van 
. 2, ongeveer tweemaal groter dan op ¿.rond van theoretische 
en semi-einpirische waarden te verwachten was.Tot slot 
worden nog mogelyke verdere eksperimenten,gebruik makend 
van ueze methoue,genoemd. 
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S T E L L I N G E N 
De uitspraak van Shafer en Gordon dat de parameter γ in de H -He po­
tentiaal is bepaald door "te eisen dat V (R) vloeiend verloopt in 
de omgeving van het minimum" is misleidend.In werkelijkheid is deze 
parameter in het geheel niet bepaald. 
J.Shafer en R.Gordon, 
J.Chem.Phys. 5Bt5k22{-i913) 
De uitdrukking die Levine afleidt voor de S - ma,trix(Eq.3.52) is 
niet in overeenstemming met zijn definities. 
R.D.Levine, 
"quantum mechanics of mol.rate 
processes",Oxford(I969) 
De bewering van Kukolich dat by zijn experiment het beperkte hoek-
oplossend vermogen de effectieve werkzame doorsnede met een faktor 
2 verkleint is tamelijk ongefundeerd. 
S.Kukolich,J.Wang en D.Oates, 
Chem.Phys.Lett. 20,519(1973) 
De impliciete veronderstelling dat de problemen waarbij wrijving 
een rol speelt gerekend kunnen worden tot de voorbeelden van een-
parig versnelde bewegingen is fout en dient,ook uit didaktisch 
oogpunt,vermeden te worden. 
J.Schweers en P.v.Vianen 
"Natuurkunde op corpusculaire grond­
slag",deel 3V,Malmberg,Den Bosch(1972) 
De methode om via een onderbepaald systeem vergelijkingen theo-
re tische grootheden te verkrijgen met methodes geschikt voor de 
de oplossing van overbepaalde systemen is fundamenteel fout. 
G.R.Davidson, 
Nuclear instr.Meth. 107,557(1973) 
6. De gebruikelijke definities voor de evenvichtskonstante in de 
chemische thermodynamika zijn dimensioneel fout en leiden gemakke-
lijk tot verkeerde konklusies. 





Chapman and Hall,Londen(1970) 
7. De tot nu toe gebruikte pot enti aalvorm (IJJ(12,6)) voor H--edel-
gas interakties is niet in staat de bestaande experimenten (to­
tale botsingsdoorsnede en I.R. spektra van komplexen) ook maar 
kwalitatief te beschrijven. 
Dit proefschrift 
8. Bij de interpretatie van NO-edelgae interakties dient,zelfs in 
het thermische energie gebied,de intermolekulaire potentiaal,via 
specifieke operatoren,overgangen binnen een Л-doublet mogelijk 
te maken· 
H.Klar.J.Phys. В 6,2139(1973) 
9. De wijze waarop Hasty et al de pseudo dipolaire bijdrage hebben 
afgeschat maakt hun bepaling van de afstand tussen de metaal ato­
men onbetrouwbaar. 
E.Hasty.T.Colburn en D.Hendrickson, 
Inorganic Chemistry 12,2П>>( 1973) 
10. Het resultaat van de Nederlandse omroepwetgeving is dat de diver­
se omroepen niet streven naar zo goed mogelijke programma's maar 
naar zoveel mogelijk leden. 
Nijmegen lU februari 1971» Η.С.А.Η.Moerkerken 

